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ABSTRACT
This study examined varying aspects of cognitive processing in tennis players with
responses on attentional scales used to elucidatb any differences between players of
different skill level and gender. In additiorg visual perceptual ability and cue utilization
capacities were assessed via the Visual Perceptual Test (VPT) and the Cue Utilization
Questionnaire (CUT:T), which was designed, specifically for this investigation. Elite
players (n: 15) were men and women who were Division IAA Cornell University tennis
players while novice players (n: l5) were enrolled in beginner physical education tennis
classes at Cornell University. While no significant interactions were found, an ANOVA
on the attentional inventory, Concentration Profile: Tennis and the Tennis Attention
Questionnaire (CPT and TAQ), revealed that the variables Flexibility and Scan differed
by gender. In reference to Flexibility, this investigation is consistent with the existing
cognitive psychology literature in that males outperformed females in spatial ability.
However, the gender effect for Scan contradicts existing literature that stated females
were able to discriminate specific visual details at a higher level than males. ANOVA
also revealed skill level differences in responses on the CPT and TAQ scales of
Flexibility, Scan, and Absorption. These findings confirmed the hypothesis that
differences exist between ability level in reference to utilization of attentional
components. Differences in the two scales, Flexibility and Scaq were consistent with
past literature in that as skill level increased so does utilization of these specific aspects
of attention. The Absorption finding contradicted previous evaluations of the CPT and
TAQ Visual occlusion testing using the easy level of the VPT also statistically
discriminated between ability level in visual perceptual ability. Taken together, these
findings add to the literature that attests men and womerL as well as athletes ofvarying
abilities, utilize different cognitive.processing techniques. Elite athletes possess a gre'ater
level of full attentional commitment to an object when compared to beginners. When
applying these findings to the theoretical 2){2 matrix of attention, it is evident that the
successful tennis player utilizes the narrodinternal continuum to a greater degree than
the broad/external portion ofthe matrix. Using visual occlusion testing like the VPT, and
with modification of the attentional tools used in this study, further studies should
consider training for optimization of attentional skills to improve tennis performance.
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QUOTE
When primal dawn spread on the Eastern sky her fingers of pink light, odysseus, true son
stood up, drew on his tunic and his mantle, slung on a sword-belt and a new-edged
swbfd, tied his smooth feet into good rawhide sandals,*and left his room, a god,s
- 
'brilliance upon him.
From The OdisSey, Book II, A Hero,s Son Awakens
「 ~.
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Chapter l
mODUCTION
Possessing appropHate attentional skills and an ability to perceive vlsually are
vital skills that an athlete needs to develop to be successill. Researchers and theo五sts all
―have postulated thatiattntion and宙sual perception are dependent on each other~
(Martens,1987).h other wOrds,for someone to perfolll1 0ptimally,one camot employ
one strategy宙thout somehow utilizing the other.Martens(1987)proⅥded mOmen血
tO the aforementioned statement by deining attention and per∝ption as closely related.
Attention is“the process that directs our awareness as infollllation becomes available to
the senses''and perception is`lhe pro∝ss ofknowing ottectS and o可∝tiVe events''(p.
138).In temis,a player needs to utiliZe宙sllal cues in order to make decisions btted on
these cues.The termis athlete also necds to make immediate changes in his/her
attentional style so as to match the constantly changing simtioEIS that occllr during a
tennis inatch. Ifa player is unable to enbctively control attentional style and accurately
pcrceive where his/her opponentis going to hitthe ball,the player is at a distinct
disadvantage(B SCh0011maker,personal∞mmllnicatioL October 21,1996).One Ofthe
flrst theorists in the area ofattention as it applies to sport―speciflc situations wa  Robert
M.NidefFer.
NidefFer(1981)postulated that attcntion e対sted on a wo by two matnx,the flrst
being wldth ofattention and the second being direction ofattcntion. An athlete inust
attend to infollllation within certtin timc ttames;this is tclllled width ofattcntion.
Attention may be narrow(C.g。,focusing on the seams ofthe ball),or attention may be
2broad (e.g., focusing on your opponent and establishing what he/she may do requires a
broader focus). The second factor conce'ins direction'being directed internally (e.g.,
monitoring ones thoughts) or directed externally (e.g., the cues a player utilizes from
his/hdr environment in order to make accurate decisions). Since Nideffer's tlteory of
attention is demarcated on a two by two matrix, the individual's att€ntional focus may be
narrow-internal, narrow-external, broad-internal, or broad-external.
Nideffer (1976) stated that most of us are able to move along all four duadrants.
What differentiates elite from beginner athletes, is their ability to move into a particular
quadrant at the specified time that it is required. Under competitive stress the athlete will
spend more time employing the attentional style that is easiest for him/frer to implement.
This habit of relying on certain attentional styles may also be detrimental in some
situations. Thus, to achieve optimal performance an athlete must be able to match the
appropriate attentional style to the demands of the situation. It can be stated that an elite
athlete is able to shift his/her attention more appropriately to the demands of the situation
than that of the beginner athlete. Nideffer (1976) has Stated that every-individual
possesses an attentional style and a specific affrnity f<ir a certain style when under duress,
our attentional processes are separate from our current playing or competitive abilities.
Brown (1991) contended that if these statements are indeed true, then an athlete's
potential in a particular sport could be assessed through attentional style inventories.
The Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS) was developed by
Nideffer (1976) to measure the attentional and interpersonal variables that were thought
to be of importance across a wide variety of life sitriations. This test was applicable to all
3individuals but was not specific to athletes. The TAIS consists of a 144 item self-report,
paper and pencil inventory, that takes approximately 25 minutes to complete (Nideffer,
1981). Nideffer also stated that in accordance with ethical standards that have been
established by the American Psychological Association, conclusions that are drawn on
the basis of test information must be clear, concise, and placed within specific situational
context (Nideffer, 1981). The question that needs to be asked then is how can one make
specific conclusions from general questions? Other researchers have investigated this
question in a clinical environment and have postulated that the TAIS is not sensistive
enough to identifu differences in affentional style in specific sport situations (Van
Schyock and Grasha, 1981). The Tennis Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (T-
TAIS) was developed to investigate the above question. The sport-specific T-TAIS was
found to be a more accurate measure of attentional style in tennis players than the TAIS
(Van Schoyck, 1984). Van Schoyck provided further sensitivity to this area with the
development of the Concentration Profile: Tennis (CPT). This inventory consisted of
several subscales of attention that were not included in the original TAIS (Van Schoyck,
1984). The CPT also consisted of a Tennis Attention Questionnaire (TAQ). The TAQ
was adopted in a tennis specific fashion from the Riflery Attention Questionnaire (RAQ).
The RAQ was developed to validate an expanded multidimensional psychological model
that was able to characteize attention among world-class and potential world-class
international rifle shooters (Etzel, 1979). Van Schoyck concluded through statistical
analysis that his CPT and TAQ were a reliable measure of attentional processes of tennis
players.
4Another cognitive factor that is related to attention is visual perception. Visual
perception can be defined as the'trtilization and analysis of sensory information from.the
external €nvironment through the use ofthe visual mechanism",(Williams, 1983, p. 73).
The athlete who is able to perceive situations visually and utilize cues faster than others,
is at a distinct advantage. The tenriis athlete must deal with a plethora of visual cues. For
example, the tennis player must watch the ball and also attend to their opponent in order
to establish what it is that they are trylng to do. It has been stated that athletes cannot
commit to movement or action without frst giving away what they are attempting to do.
Of course a certain level of deception may be involved in order to mislead the oppoiient
(Fisher, personal corhmunicatiorq September 21,1996). It has been established that in
voluntary attention the subject attends to stimuli due to the fact that they are relevant to
the task he,/she has chosen to perform (Kahneman, 1973). It can be inferred then, that
visual perception is related to attention. Visual perception becomes an important variable
to consider when assessing attentional behavior.
The aim of this study was to utilize a tennis'specific attentional style inventory to
assess attentional style differences between elite and beginner tennis players of both
genders. A second aim was to construct a tennis specific visual perception test, the
Visual Perception Test: Tennis (VPT), to measure the tennis athlete's ability to predict,
when viewing edited videotapes of other tennis players, where they are hitting the ball. A
third and final aim of this study was to construct a cue utilization questionaire specific to
tennis. The Cue Utilization Questionnaire: Tennis (CUT:T) was used to assess what cues
a tennis player was utilizing in order to make deciSiohs.
5Sbope ofP{oblem
This study attempted to examine the attentional style, perceptual abilities, and cue
utilization-pattems of elite and beginner tennis athletes. Data from all of the measures
tilized were examined to analyze the differences in these variables for male and female
.- tennis players of trvo skill levels.
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to investigate the differences between attentional
J,:
styles, visudl perceptual abilities, and cue utilization patterns of elite and beginner tennis
' players ofboth genders.
Hypotheses
There will be differences between attentional style scores on the CPT and TAQ
for elite and beginner tennis athletes.
There will be differences in the abilities of elite and beginner tennis athletes with
regards to visual perceptual competence as tested by the VPT.
There will be differences in cues utilized by elite and beginner tennis players on
__ 
_ 
the CUT:T
There will also be gender differences on the CPT and TAQ, VPT, and the CUT:T.
Assumptions of Study
AII tennis players, who volunteered, understood how to complete the tennis
specific testing instruments that were employed.
with regards to-the vPT, it was assumed that no player had prior knowledge of
outcomes of the occluded video segments.
All players.were able to compl€te the VPT without the aid of auditory cues.
Definition of Terms
1. Absorption: one of the six scales of attention within the CPT, "...total attention,
_invol'frng 
a-full commitment of available perceptual, motoric, imaginative, and ideational
resources to a unified representation of the attentional object''(Tellegen & Atkinson,
1974,p.274)
2. AccommO-dation: ability of an individual to change focus from one point in
space to another.
3. Attentional style: an individual will employ a specific attentional fodus, this
attentional focus may be effective or ineffective. Attentional styles possess both state and
trait characteristics and the style used is of particular concern to the sport psychologist.
4. Beginner Athlete: For purposes of this investigation Beginners were defined as
those participants who were enrolled in Beginner Physical Education tennis classes at
Cornell University.
5. Broad extemal-attentional focus (.BET): a focus of affention in which an
individual is able to effectively integrate many external stimuli at one time.
6. Broad internal attentional focus (BIT): an analytical attentional focus in which
the individual is able to effectively integrate ideas and information from several different
areas. These areas include cognitive processes.
7. Cue utilization: ability of a performer to selectively attend to and make
meaning of relevant cues. In tennis, a player must be able to interpret visual cues such as
position of the racquet head.
8. Direction of Attention: reference to whether the individual is attending to
thoughts and or feelings, internal cuOs, or to"stimuli that are occurring around him.4rer,
external cues.
9. Dynamic visual acuity: how well-an individual ean see while he/she is moving
or while the object he or she is observing is in motion.
10. Elite Athlete: For purposes of this investigation an elite athlete was deflrned as
any Division I-AA tennis player.
I l. External cues: tennis: specific cues which exist in tennis that are separate from
an opponents body (e.g., ball flight).
12. Flexibility: one of the six scales of attention within the TAQ, ability of an
individual to direct the scope and focus of affention, from broad to narrow as well as
internal to external.
13. Focus: one of the six scales of attention within the CPT, the capacity of the
individual to, with the demands of attentiorU shift attention.from internal (thoughts,
proprioceptive cues) to external (relevant cues and other visual information) input.
14. Intensivitv: one of the six scales of attention within the TAQ'degree of
alertness, conscious sensitivity to task related stimuli possessed by a person at a given
point in time.
15. Narrow attentional focus (NAR): an'individual who employs this style of
attention will be able to nalrow their attentional-focus when it is appropriate.
16. Occlusion: edited segments of tennis specific situations in which outcomes of
ball direction have been blocked out so as to measure visual perception.
817.Overloaded extemal attentional foclls(OET):an indi宙dual wh  employs this
Style Will attend to a multitude ofcues and becomJcoiぜu3ed wlth external stimul .
18.Overloaded intenml attentional focus(OIT):an attentional style in which
errorS‐are made due to an ex∝ss ofatt ntion placed on cognit市e stimuli.コhe indi宙ual
“thii魅''too much.
19.Pro対mal cues:tennis:speciflc cues which e対stin temi t atinclude parts of
the body(e.g.,position ofshoulders at contact):
20.‐Reduced attentional focus⊂壁工n: n indi宙dual will make errors ofomission
duc to excessive narrowing ofattention(i.e.■ot seeing Oertain cues such as the position
ofthe racquet head).
21.Scan:one ofthe six scales ofattcntion vnthin the CPT,process ofscanning
the intemal and extenlal environlnent for cues relevant to the task at hand.
22.Selёcti宙tv:one ofthe six scales ofattention within the TAQ,proCess Of
perceiving relevant stimJi that is task related as well as the ability to scrcen out
irrelevant task related stimuli.
23.Width ofattention:amount ofinfollllation an individual rnust attend toっvathin
a speciflc tirne allotlnent,thc individual inay have to narrow or broaden attentional focus.
24.Visual Pcrception:the acquisition and analysis of sensory infollllatiOn from
thc extemal‐envirOFlmentthrough thc use ofthc― visual lnechanism.
25.Visual reaction tiinei how rapidly an individual responds to viSual infollllation
and stilnuli.
t-.
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Delimitations of Study
This study involved only Division I-AA and beginner tennis athletes who were
affiliated with Cornell University.
Tennis specific attentional styles were only measured by the GPT and TAQ
Visual perception was assessed only by the VPT, which was constructed for this
study.
Cue fixations were assessed only by questionnaire, the CUT: T, which was
developed for this study using the knowledge of the primary investigator and with the
assistance of the Cornell University coaches.
Limitations of Study
Results may only apply to Division I-AA athletes who are similar to those used in
-this study and the beginner tennis athlete affrliated with Cornell University.
No auditory perceptions were investigated which are believed to have an impact
on the decisions that are chosen by tennis athletes.
The effect of anxiety related to competitive situations on"subjects enrolled in the
study was not assessed with regards to performance on the inventories.
????
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Extensive research in the field of attention has led researchers to identifu-and
characterize the key dimensions of attention'@rown, l99l). It is elementary to contend
that there is a linear relationship between attention and performance with a decline in
performance as attention decreases. For example, 'Martbns (1987) postulated that
attentional skills are a vital psychological skill that is necessary for successful
performance. What follows is a literature review concerning attention and visual
perception. The sections are historical perspectives of attention, review of'attentional
measurement methods, attentional demimds of tennis, gender differences in cognitive
abilities, and visual perception and cue utilization.
Historical Perspectives of Attention
Throughout history experimental psychologists and phenomenologists have
attempted to define attention. William James (1890) defined attention as:
It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid'form, of one out of what
seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization,
concentration, of consciousness, are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from
some things in order to deal effectively with others. (pp. a03a0a)
Posner and Boies (1971) conducted a literature review in the area of psychology and-
found three fundamental uses of the term attention. They are attention as albrtness,
limited capacity or resource, and selectivity. For purposes of this investigation this review
will concentrate on the historical perspectives of selective attention. Abemethy (2001)
defines selective attention as, "the process by which certain information is preferentially
selected for detailed processing while other information ignored." According to
Abemethy (2001) in the Handbook of Sport Psychology there are five prominent theories
10
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of selective attention. They-are the Broadbent Filter Theory, the Deutsch and Deutsch
Response Selection Model, the Treisman Attenuation Model, the Norman Pertinence-
Based Model, and the Posner and PetersenNeuropsychological Model.
The Broadbent Filter Theory of attention suggests that there are a number of
parallel sensory channels. They include the left and right auditory channels and visual
channels or pathways. Messages move along functional channels and are selected on the
basis of their importance to a particular task. This model states that there are short and
long term memory stores at certain points along the filter. The filter selects input and
allows access to the appropriate channels. At the end of the channel is access to the
motor response system. This system analyzes patterns of information and coordinates
movement appropriate to the stimuli presented. Filter Theory suggests that the system
can discriminate and switch channels when new information enters. It can be infened
that it is an adaptive system based on what the subject perceives as needs to be attended
to in order to be successful. A negative aspect of this theory was that information that is
not needed inevitably receives unnecessary processing. Therefore, subsequent theories
have been developed.
The Deutsch and Deutsch Response Selection Model is a theory that is similar to
the Broadbent Filter Theory. This theory postulated that the selective filter was located
further in the processing chain, after the perceptual analysis stage. This theory postulated
that at this level of interpretation messages are analyzed and the most important signals
are recognizedand it is in that direction where attention is focused.
The Treisman Attenuation Model is widely accepted as an adaptation of the
Broadbent Filter Theory of attention. It is similar to the Broadbent Filter Theory but
t2
makes.more discrimination with regard to selection at the point of the filter. However,
this model differs'in tWo principal ways. One difference is that it proposes that there are
additional elements involved to the selection of stimuli. Another difference is that furttrer
processing of stimuli occurs continuously rather than in separate occurences. This
concept has been referred to as pre-attentive analysis. According to this theory, messages
start in parallel channels and when they reach the nervous system they are analyzed. The
subject then perceives information-from this analysis.
The Norman Pertinence-Based Model of attention suggests that late selection
takes place in the attentional mechanism. In contrast to previous theories, this theory
states that selectivity is based on short-term memory rather than a stimulus encoding
process. Signals are initially given feature analysis and then given pertinence. If a signal
is pertinent, it is attended to, subjected to experiential analysis and acted upon based on
that analysis. Input into this mechanism is 'data-driven' by present information and
' conceptually-driven' by experiential input.
The Posner and Petersen Neuropsychological Model proposes that for selective
attention to occur three visual constructs must be present. The Subject must be able to
disengage from a stimulus, be able to shift from one stimulus to another, and be able to
engage a new stimulus. Based on this evidence current theories of attention involve a
cognitive and physiologrcal component.
In addition to these theories, Moray (1970) provides a review of two additional
theories of attention. In the preVious theories, only attention associated with auditory
stimuli were interpreted and tested. The Reynolds Temporary Inhibition of Response
Model involved auditory and visual stimuli. This theory proposed three classes of
13
attention: stimulus oriented (filter theory), organismic (expectancy), and respons-e theory.
Evolution of this theory resulted from visual experiments that revealed successive
response to stimuli and not simultaneous response to stimuli.
The Egeth Stimulus as Coded Postulation Model theorized that when a subject is
faced with a stimulus, the subject codes and decodes information based on what,is
presented. Codes are arranged in a hierarchy and responded to by the subject.
Review of Atteniional Measurement Methods
Much of the work in this thesis is based on the research of Robert Nideffer (1976)
and his development of the (TAIS). The TAIS is a paper and pencil inventory designed
to measure psychological variables associated with attention (Nideffer, 1976). Nideffer
developed a two-dimensional matrix of width (narrowto broad) and direction (intemal to
external). This 2 X 2 matrix appears below:
External
Broad External
Assessment
Broad Internal
Analysis
Narrow External
Execution
Narrow [nternal
Preparation
Narrow
Internal
Within the matrix, width is the number of'elements to which a subject can attend. Within
the direction component, attention can be directed to external or internal stimuli.
t4
External dttention concerns the environment. Internal focus of attention is necessary
when one needs to analyze situations. The atlilete who is in a sport specific situation is
constantly vacillating between quadrants of the matrix. For example, a tennis-player who
is preparing to receive serve is in a narrow-internal mode in which they are monitoring
breathing, switching to broad-internal;to try and calculate where their opponent might
serve with a quick switch to broad-external.focus on advance visual cues that might
reveal direction ofthe serve, and then into a narrowexternal focus to concentrate on the
spin and flight of the ball. The original TAIS contained 17 scales, six reflecting
attentional processes, two dealt with behavioral and cognitive control, and eight
measured interpersonal style (Nideffer, 1976). Nideffer hypothesized that different sports
required a unique vacillation between continuums within the two by two matrix. It is
infuitive to assume that when an athlete matches an optimal attentional style to that
particular task, exceptional performance will occur in reference to psychological
variables. An example of a broad focus of attention would be beneficial to the
quarterback who is surveying the defense. A narrow focus of attention would be
conducive to that athlete who is hitting a golf or tennis ball.
Martens (1987) contended that only the broad-niurow continuum of Nideffer's
matrix is an actual continuum. The internal-external continuum is simply the athlete is
functioning in one or the other.
Van Schoyck and Grasha (1981) reported that the TAIS was used to test the
attentional and interpersonal style of swimmers, riflemeq and golfers. Although the
TAIS has been developed specifically to test attentional and interpersonal style,
researchers have questioned whether or not it is applicable to athletes. Van Schoyck and
15
Grasha (1981) sought to expose the advantages of implemcnting a sport-specific measure
of attention and to compare it to the TAIS, which measured general attributes of
attention. According to their results,'the T-TAIS (a tennis specific version of Nidefferls
TAIS) had higher test-retest and internal consistency reliability coeffiCients indicating.it.
was a more accurate indicator and measure of attentional style than the TAIS" (1981, p.
149). Subsequent research by Ford et al. (1991) and Vallerand (1983) supported Van
Schoyck and Grasha's findings. Van Schoyck and Grasha (1984) continued this research
by deriving the CPT from the results of their earlier investigation.
Conducting a further review of the literature revealed extensive omissions in the
original TAIS. Etzel (1979) stated that Nideffer's model omitted subdimensions of
attention. These other dimensions have consistently been referred to in the literature.
They are attentional intensivity or alertness, attentional selectivity, and capacity to
process information. Etzel's work led to the development of five subscales of attention.
They are capacity, duration, flexibility, intensivity, and selectivity. These five subscales
of attention were employed to develop the Riflery Attention Questionnaire (RAQ).
Etzel concluded that certain scales were more consistent predictors of the
relationship between attention and shooting scores. Van Schoyck (198a) stated that of
' the original'{ive subscales, only flexibility, selectivity, and intensivity were validated.
Attentional Demands of Tennis
Peak perforrnance in any sport is dependent on a player being able to attend to
cues that are relevant to the task at hand. Csikzsentmihalyi (1975) stated that success
occurs only when attention is focused on the relevant factors for executing the skill.
Tennis requires attention to specific factors as well as the ability to ignore factors that
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might hinder perfornlan∝.A player mustbe able tO fOcus on alitt offactors that宙11
dictate´what‐strategy the player w11l elnploy as well as which position to take in order to
wln points.Temis is a game ofpositioning and positioning is predicated on inaking
dccisions and taking advantage ofattending to ceJain vlsual cues..For example,ifa
player sees a compet■ors racqu∝opening up as they strike the bdl,the player may rurl
forward anticipating a drop shot.The carlier this cue is identiiet the mOre dme the
player has to make a suc∝sshl shot.According to Btt SchooIImaker(persOnal
conlmllnication,Au逗ヽ 10 1995),∞ach Ofthe menstemis team at Comell University,a
person playing tennis attends to inany visual cues while playing points. These cues
include the ball,the‐position ofthe racquet,the other player or players(their feet,hips,
allll angle,etc.),the enⅥЮllment,a d coin condi■Ons.Players make decisions based on
theseサisual cues and their surrOundings.Perfollllan∝ declines in a linear fashion when
~    ‐these factors are not attended to.
Gender Differences in Cognitive Abilities
Johnson (1980) stated that theorists have postulated that differences exist betrrreen
gender with regard to cognitive abilities. A wealth of conflicting evidence on this subject
contributes to differing.beliefs on gender differences in cognitive capacities. Johnson
(1980) contended that for a very large number of cognitive capacities (e.g., vocabulary,
verbal reasoning, and the ability to recognize an object from incomplete parts), no
consistent gender differences exist. As for other cognitive characteristics, average
differences are very small. Contradicting this theory.is the assertion that many
psychological investigations have found average differences between human males and
females in a variety of cognitive abilities (Wittig and Peterson,1979). Males and females
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tend to(五fFer ih aspects ofnatural and fol...allanuge and nonverbal prOcesses. Males,
on average,perfollll better than females in lmderstanding and mentally manipulating
spatial relatiolls on paper and pencil maze tests co■eus,1965).Better perfo.11lan∝on
spatial relations is associated with a hittr ability to pcr∝ivc宙sll l cucs in a∞dicting
しOntext.This ability is called`■eld indep ndence."Due to this supenoHty,males tend
to interpret simple flgures embedded in inore complex・ones.Kerns a d Berenballm
(1991)SuppOrted these contentions by asserting that there is considerable e宙d nce that
males outperfollll females_in spatial ability.However,cvidence e対sts that women ar
able to discHminate ine visual details better than men(Schneidler&Paterson,1942).
One variable that e対sts in the temis en宙ronlnent is the ability to perceive motion and
Shcchter,Hillman,Hochstein,&Shapley(1991)rcvealed gender direrences in this
vaHable this variable.「Fhe inv stigators found that women are more sensitive to distance
diSpanty,men are more scnsitive to shape and that men's sensitivity to宙sual cues are
unafFected by distance. ハゞDdety also dictates the visual per∝ptual and attentional
abilities in both males and femalcs.Christopher,Singer,&Williams(1999)revealed high
anxiety levels could contribute to an ahered ability to acquire peripheral info111lation.
Identiflcation ofpe五pheral stinluli becomes slower,less accurate,and signiflcant
perfollllance decrements occuliじd in central and peripherallぬsks.
Visual Perception and Cue Utilization
Visual perception may be defined as the pick-up and analysis of sensory
information from the external environment'through the use of the visual mechanism
(Williams, 1983). In order to be successful in tasks that require vision, one must learn to
"interpret available cues" (Williams) and make decisions based on those cues. Bronson
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(1973) has termed the visual mechanism the neuro-coricbptual model,of visual perception
and has divided that system into three "integrated sets of networks." These networks are
the primary visual system, the secondary visual system, and the pathways for the control
of eye movements. The primary visual system is responsible for "encoding
(interpretation) of complex visual patterns." Bronson contended thatthe secondary visual
system is the system that "directs our eyes to the target of interest that are in the
periphery." The neurological pathways that are responsible for the control of eye
movements are as follows: the retina, frontal eye fields, the, oculo-motor nuclei, the
lateral geniculate, the superior colliculus of the midbrain, the pulvinar of the thalamus,
areas 17, l8 and 19 of the occipital lobe, and the inferotemporal cortex in the temporal
lobe (Bronson, 1973). All of these neurologieal pathways have a function in either the
primary or secondary visual system. When visual perception occurs two antecedent
events take place. The first event is that the information needs to be encoded. Bronson
has termed this encoding, pattern encoding. He stated that information must have a
specific set of features that we recognize. The next event that must take place for
efficient visual perception is pattern classification. Bronson stated that pattern
classification is when visual information is "classified according to its association with
other previous information or events." In summary, Bronson (1973) concluded that
"paffem encoding is the recognition of previously experienced visual configuration and
pattern classification is the assignment of significance to that configuration."
To draw a parallel to the topic of this paper, an elite tennis player running toward
the net to retrieve a drop shot has visually perceived the opening of the racquet face, has
encoded the visual information and is able to classifu that the ball will land short on
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hiVtrer side of the net as a result of experience. .Efficient visual perception also involves
eye movement control. Maurer and Salapatek(1976) contend that eye movement control
involves the effective search for and fixation of visual stimuli to be analyzed. In 1983,
Schneider and Seiderman authored atextbook entitled The Athletic Eye: Improved Sports
Perfrirmance through Visual Training.
A large portion of this text is concerned with the aforementioned theory that eye
movement control is a prerequisite of efficient visual perception. One particular aspect of
eye movement control that Seiderman and Schneider discuss is dynamic visual acuity.
Dynamic visual'acuity is how well a person can see while the object is moving. The
authors apply dynamic visual acuity to tennis and stated that detriments in this skill result
in a person seeing the ball late and exercising poor visual judgement. Another aspect of
eye movement control is entitled eye tracking. We use eye-tracking skills to complete
tasks on a daily basis. Eye tracking is the process of moving the eyes in a smooth fashion
in order to focus on a particular target. The authors contend that in order to be successful
in tennis a player must be able to track the ball as long as possible, even to the point of
impact of the ball with the racquet head. As a player matures these systems and skills
become more refined and become an integral aspect of a player's success.
Visual perception and the ability to learn and perform skilled tasks are related. To
test this assertion many studies have been conducted to find differences between the
skilled and unskilled performer. An athlete must be able to process visual information in
order to execute appropriate motor responses (Gomez-Meza, Pleasants, & Wright, 1990).
The ability to focus on pertinent cues has been identified as an additional factor in
discriminating the experienced athlete from the novice (Abernethy & Russell, 1987). In a
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sterile environment there would be differences in how people would utilize cues and what
they would focus on. [n a competitive situation there are a variety of factors that can
diminish performers' ability to perceive the correct cues.
. 
Jones and Miles (1978) have stated that a number of studies have been
unde?taken in orderto replicate these factors and test visual perceptual ability by
employing occlusion techniques in various racquet sport situations. The research is
voluminous and often contradictory in predicting visual perceptual ability differences in
expert and novice performers. Several studies have failed to find differences in expert
and novice performers. For example, Abernethy and Russell (1984) did not expose
differences in shot selection accuracy for players of varying ability cricket batsmen.
Their study occluded information at the point of release of the bowler. Isaacs and Finch
(1983) came to a similar conclusion when they occluded visual information of tennis
serve locations 15 msec prior to the racquet.making contact with the ball. As the two
aforementioned studies failed to reveal differences in visual perceptual ability between
groups, findings by Jones and Miles (1978) "demonstrated response accuracy differences
between skill levels." Carlton, Chae, & Chow, (2000) conterided that experts are able to
predict the direction of where their opponent will hit the ball from information picked up
prior to ball contact. Gomez-Meza" Pleasants, & Wright (1990) contended that the
amount and quality of information is an important factor in establishing differences in
skill levels in visual perception.
Another important factor in making accurate visual perceptual decisions is being
able to focus on appropriate cues. When a performer is able to decode information and
make decisions on that information he/she will be more successful. This ability to scan
visual information and attend to certain cues was termed visual search strategy and
selective attention by Singer, Cauraugtq Chen, Steinberg, & Frehlictr,'(1996).
When expert-novice performers are compared, the scanning patterns of experts
-- -are found to be more efficient than those of the novice performer (Singer et al., 1996).
The expert tends to focus on "fewer fixations" than the novice does. Singer et al. (1996)
and other investigators (Goulet, Bard, & Fleury, 1989) found that these-fixations tended
to be more proximal in nature, for example the arm or racquet, while the novice tended to
fixate on the ball. Investigations in other sports reveal inconsistency in these assertions.
Williams and Elliott (2000) examined expertise and visual search strategy in karate. No
differences were observed between groups in number of fixations, mean fixation
duration, or total number of fixations per trial. Participants displayed proximal scan
paths with primary fixations on the head and chest regions. The authors also found that
anxiety had a significant effect on search stratery. Anxiety increased the number of
fixations utilized. Novices tended to move their fixations from proximal to periphbral
body locations.
Summary
Historically, experimental psychologists and phenomonologists have affempted to
define attention. Due to the fact that the field was new, several theories of attention have
been postulated. Seven theories of selective attention have been reviewed in this chapter,
the most prominent of which is the "Filter Theory" proposed by Broadbent and the most
recent of which is the "Neuropsychological Model" of attention.
Recent investigatorS have tried to develop tests that would reveal specific
attentional traits that are utilized in certain situations. The first to be developed was the
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TAIS.byNideffer (1976). The original TAIS contained l7 scales of attention divided into
6 subscales. The TAIS was a general questionnaire and subsequent investigators sought
to dev-elop sport specific attentional tests. For example, Etzel developed the RAQ to test
the affentional characteristics of rifle shooters (1979). The CPT/TAQ, which was utilized
'in this investigation, was developed by Van Schoyck (1984) and was found to be a more
accurate indicator and measure of attentional style than the original TAIS (1981). The
following scales of attention were investigated: Fleiibility, Selectivity, lntensivity, Scan,
Focus, and Absorption.
Gender diffefences in attentional styles have also been a topic of interest to
investigators. The literature stdtes that there is a wealth of conflicting evidence as to
whether males differ from females in areas of cognition.. Most of the literature concerns
investigations of visual processing abilities, For example, discriminating fine visual
details or "field independence." What a subject perceives, or what cues they are fixated
on, are inherently related to the attentional style that is being employed. In the athletic
context, studies of gender differences in cognitive areas, such as attentional styles, are
sparse. The current investigation seeks to establish if gender differences exist in
attentional styles of tennis players.
Visual perception is defined as the analysis of sensory information through the
use of the visual mechanism. Portions of this chapter dealt with the physiological
mechanisms by which visual perception-takes place. The ability to visually perceive at a
high and efiicient level is essential in order to execute motor responses that are
appropriate to the environment. Investigators have postulated that elite performers are
able to perceive situations visually at a higher level than novices are. What an athlete
?
?
?
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fixates their vision on is another factorthatdetermines how an athlete will respoird in a
given situation. Research has suggested that elite performers tend to focus on cues that
are more proximal to the body verzus the novice (Singer, 1996). Two instruments were
developed by the investigator to measure the participating-subject's visual perceptual
ability, the VPT, and cue-utilization pafferns, the CUT:T. The current investigation
souglit to establish if differences exist between gender and ability levels in reference to
affentional styles, visual perceptual abilities, and cue fixation patterns.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The methods used in this study are explained'ifi this chapter. This chapter.includes the
following sections: (a) selection of subjects, (b) testing instruments, (c) methodS of data
collectiorq (d) treatment of dat4 and (e) summary.
Selection of Subjects
The subjects in this investigation were male (n: 14) and female (U: 16) tennis
players who each had an"affiliation with Cornell University. Subjects were divided into
beginner (n: 15) and elite (n: t5) tennis player classifications. The beginner goup
consisted of volunteers, males (n : 7) and females (n : 8) eighteen years of age or older,
who were enrolled in physical education tennis classes. The elite group consisted of
members of the men's (n: 7) and women's (n: 8) tennis teams. Table I is provided to
illustrate the demographics of subjects. Cornell University is a Division I AA school that
participates in the Ivy League athletic confer€nce. Letters explaining this study were
initially sent to instructors who would be teaching the beginning level tennis courses
during the fall semester of 1996 and the head coaches of the university's teams. One
instructor and both coaches allowed the investigator to seek volunteers for the
investigation.
Testing Insttuments
The three testing instruments administefed in this study were the CPT (Appendix
A) and the TAQ (Appendix B) to measure a tennis athletes' attentional style, the CUT: T
(Appendix C) to identify what a tennis athlete is utilizing visually to make decisions and
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Table l
Members in Gioup Mean Age
Elite
Elite
Beginner
Begimer
Male
Female
Female
Male
19.8
19.7
18.5
18.4
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the VPT (Appendix C) to measure vi$ial perceptual ability.
The CPT was developed by Van Schoyck (198a) as derived from the.results of an
inv_estigation by Van Schoyck and Grasha (1981)'and a constructed version of Tellegan
and-Atkinson's (1974) Absorption scale. The TAQ is a tennis specific version of the
Riflery Attention Questionriaire @AQ) and was also modified by Van Schoyck (1984).
The RAQ was originally developed by Etzel to establish attentional styles of Olympic
participants @tzel, 1979). Combined, The CPT and'TAQ consists of 83 questions that
are tennis specific in nature and seeks to establish the attentional style of each athlete.
The CPT/TAQ required 45 minutes to-coinplete. The CPT consisted ofthree affentional
subscales, Scarq Focus, and Absorption. Scoring of the Scan and Focus components
followed the format of its parent instrument, the TAIS, with minor changes. Subjects'
responses were scored from l-5. A score of 3 was assigned to unanswered questions.
Certain questions within these scales required reverse scoring. Items in the Absorption
scale were true false questions and were scored with either a 0 or a l. TAQ items were
scored in a similar fashion. These attentional scales: Flexibility, Selectivity, and
Intensivity were scored in a 14 format with no reversal required. Unanswered questions
were given a value oftwo.
The CUT: T was a cue utilization questionnaire developed to ascertain what each
athlete was utilizing visually in order to complete the VPT. The investigator developed
the CUT:T by interviewing the same experts that were utilized to develop a scoring
system for the VPT. Each expert was.asked to elucidate what he or she thought were the
most important tennis specific visual cues to utilize to make decisions on the court.
|
l
??
??
??Examples of what a tennis player visually perceives during competition are substantial
number. Studies have suggested that tennis players'visually focus on
proximal cues: opponentS position of hips and feet, position of racquet head at contact
"and external cues: flight of the ball after contact. Findings have suggested that elite and
beginner tennis players are differentiated by fixation on certain cues and successfully
predicting ball direction (Singer et al., 1996). The CUT:T was taken in conjunction with
the VPT and required 15 minutes to complete. The CUT:T revealed how many proximal
and external cues were utilized per situation. A cumulative number of proximal and
external cues utilized per subject per situation were added and a final number was
assigned based on the sixteen visual situations that were viewed.
A third instrument,.the VPT, was constructed by the investigator to measure the
level of visual perceptual ability each person possessed while viewing tennis specific
occurrences. Eight situations of tennis occurrences were taped on videocassette. The
occurrences were points that were chosen from matches-that took place during
professional tournaments from the Association of Tennis Professionals, Corel, and
Nuveen professional tennis tours. These eight situations were further sub-divided into
two levels for each situation. As a result, each subject viewed sixteen separate
occurrences. The situations were delineated easy and.difficult. The easy portions
contained"more visual information while the difficult portions contained less. The
videocasseffe was shown to subjects in a room where a television was equipped with a
VCR. While subjects were viewing each occurrOnce, the screen would black out, thus
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occluding the out∞me.こSubieCtS Were then instructed to delineate on a 3x3‐ma hx
overlay ofa temis∞ urt(Appendix C),Where they thOught the balllanded.Each
occurrence had a buJtin running time 6fthiity seCOnds betteen the proceeding
occurence so that subieCtS∞uld Place the缶血swer on the matHx.
Six other teaching and former playlng professionals reviewed the VPT in orderto
establish a s∞五ng ystem.Their opinion was solicited based on their experience to
assign a‐pOint value to each cell within the 3x3‐lnatrix.The test wastaken independently
by each ёxpert and they were not a1lowed to share responses with each other until after
delineating their own response to each cell. Based on their assigrllnent ofpoint value to
each cell,an average response score for each cell was calculated resulting in one scoring
system(Appendix D).Each cell within the 3x3 mat五x was ass gned a p6int value
descending量om nine(for the actual correct score)to a Value ofone(a value that
delineated the worst score for a response).IndiVidual scoring iom each teaching and
foュニュler playing professional―for each cell can be found in Appendix E.
Each suttect,虚er∞mpldion ofthe VPT,attained a separate score for the three
portions that were completed.The VPT was scored in three direrent pOrtions.A
separate score was g市 en for cumulat市e responses for the difrlcuh portion(leSS宙Sual
information)and easy portion(more宙Sual info111lation).A score was also g市en f  an
overall cumulative score,(sCOre On the difFlcult portiOn+score on the easy portion).
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Methods of Data Collection
Volunteefs were initially sought in meeting with students and team members who
were enrolled-in the fall semester of 1996 beginner tennis-classes and who were on the
varsity teams at Cornell-University. Informed consent forms (Appendix G) were
distributed at this time. Each subject was asked to read and sign the consent form ifthey
were willing to participate in the study. Each athlete, upon entering the testing roonL was
given a pen or pencil, the CPT and TAQ, and the VPT with the CUT: T. Elite playeis
w6ie tested before their usual daily practice schedule. The beginner players were tested
as a group during their regular class time. Data were collected for the elite-level at the
Reis Tennis Center, located on Pine Tree Road in Ithaca, New York. Data for the
beginner level were collected at Helen Newman Hall on the campus of Cornell
University. The first test that was administered was the VPT and the CUT: T. The
second test that was completed was the CPT and TAQ. The VPT and CUT: T took a
total of fifteen minutes to complete. Subjects were given a ten-minute break in between
the administration of the VPT and CUT:T if they so desired. Subjects were allowed
forty-five minutes to com.plete the CPT and TAQ inventories.
Treatment of Data
Each test that was employed (CPT, TAQ, VPT, and CUT:T) was analyzed for
means, standard deviation, and standard error of means across gender and ability levels.
Separate analysis of variances (ANOVA) were employed in order to establish-differences
between groups. Each attentional scale was subjected to a 2X2 ANOVA (gender x
level) for between subjects effects. This statistical analysis was also was employed in
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order to assess effects between diflicult; easy, and cumulative portions of the VPT and
proximal and external cues utilized on the CUT:T. The .05 level of significance was used
for testing all re'search hypotheses.
Summary
This investigation employed two distinct groups of tennis players. Thirty subjects
were divided into two groups based on their skill level. This skill level was'defined as
elite or beginner. Each volunteer was asked to complete four-separate testing
instruments,'the Concentration Profile: Tenilis (CPT), the Tennis Attention Questionnaire
(TAQ), the Visual Perceptual Test: Tennis (VPT) and'the Cue Utilization Questionnaire:
Tennis (CUT: T). Subjects completed all testing instruments during a one-hour period.
They were asked to view the tape portion first and then were asked to complete the
questionnaire. Elite players were tested separately from beginners. Treatment of data
consisted of a two factor analysis of variance (AI.{OVA) for each sub-scale in the
attentional style questionnaire, each portion within the VPT, and proximal and external
variables within the CUT: T. The ,05 level of significance was used for testing all
research hypotheses.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The statistical analysis of data collected iluring this investigation is presented in
this chapter. This chapter consists of the following sections: (a) analysis of the Tennis
Attention Questionnaire (TAQ) and the scales that exist within it; Flexibility, Selectivity,
and Intensivity; (b) analysis of the Concentiation Profile: Tennis (CPT) and the scales
that exist within it: Scan, Focus, and Absorptiorl (c) analysis of the Visual Perceptual
Test: Tennis (VPT) and the poriions that exist within it: difficult, easy, and cumulative;
(d) analysis of the Cue Utilization Questionnaire: Tennis (CUT:T) and the cues that exist
within it: proximal and external; and (e) summary. Raw data is provided in Appendix F.
Analysis of the TAQ
The TAQ was utilized within this investigation to elucidate which attentional
attributes a particular individual employs in tennis specific situations. The subscales
within the TAQ include Flexibility, Selectivity, and Intensivity. Each subscale was
analyzed separately using a2 x2 ANOVA to investigate differences in score within
gender and ability level.
Analysis of the Flexibility Scale of the TAO
Flexibility is an attentional attribute that describes the ability to deal with a
changing environment of conflicting stimuli. A high Flexibility score indicates an ability
to effectively control and alternate the scope of attention. Significant main effects were
foundforbothgender(F(1,26):9.36,p:.005)andlevel(F(r,26):13.86,p=.001).
No significant interaction for gender x level (F (1, 26):2.41, p : .133) was found
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(Table 2). Table 3 pfovideS asunmary of descriptive statistics for gender. This table
illustrates that Flexibility scores were greater for males than females. Table 4 provides a
summary of descriptive statistics for ability level. This table illustrates that Flexibility
scciies were greater for elites than beginners. Figures I and 2 are provided to illustrate
thEbe findings for this variable.
Anal]rsis of the Selectivitv Scale of the TAO
Selectivity is the ability of the performer to correctly decide which cues are
-relevant 
and screen out cues that are inelevant to achieving optimal per?ormance. A high
score within this scale ltould infer that the performer would be able to effectively focus
attention on cues that would lead to success. No significant interaction for gender x level
(F (1,26) : .13, p: .714) nor main effect for gender (F (1, 26), .94, p: .341) or level (F
(1;26): .85, p:.364) (Table 5) was found. Tables 3 and 4 provide a summary of the
descriptive statistics for Selectivity by gender and level. Figures I and 2 are provided to
illustrate the results for this variable.
Analysis of the Intensivity Scale of the TAO
Intensivity is the level of alertness and conscious sensitivity to task related stimuli
at a given poini of time for a performer. A high level of this attribute would indicate that
a person might focus so intently on the task at hand that external cues that are irrelevant
are not perceived. No significant interaction for gender x level (F (1, 26): .07, p: .7g3)
normaineffectforgender(F(1,26):2.51,p:.125)orrevel(F(1,26): l.ll,p:.300)
(Table 6) was found. Tables 3 and 4'provide a summary of the descriptive statistics for
Table 2
ANOVA Summarv Table forthe Fle対ilitv Scale ofthe TA0
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Sollrce         SS           df     MS        E           2
Gender        24.52           1      24.52         9.36        .005*
Leve1          36.31            1       36.31        13.86        .001ホ
Gender x Leve1   6.31            1        6.31         2.41        .133
Residua1       68.08          26      2.61
*(p<.05).
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Table 3
Summary of Mean Score Scale Differences for Gender on the TAO
Subscales Fle対bility Selectivity Intensivity
Males
Mean
SEM
N
Females
Mean
SEM
N
13:50*
0.54
14
11.68*
0.49
16
15.50
0.57
14
14.75
0.60
16
13.14
0.53
14
12.12
0.36
16
* Difference between genders, (p < .05).
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Table 4
Summary of Mean Score Scale Difference for Level on
Subscales Flexibility Selectivity Intensivity
Elite
Mean
lSEM
N
13.66*
0.41
15
11.40*
0.55
15
15.46
0.58
15
14.73
0.48
15
12.93
0.53
15
12.26
0.35
15
Beginner
Mean
SEM
N
*Difference between levels, (p < .05).
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Flexibility Selectivity Intensivity
TAQ Scales
Figure 1. Mean male and female attentional scale scores on the TAQ. The bars represent
the SEM. Analysis revealed significant main effects for gender for the Flexibility
subscale only, + (p < .05).
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Flexibility Selectivity Intensivity
TAQ Scales
Figure 2. Mean elite and beginner scale scores on the TAQ. The bars represent the SEM.
Analysis revealed a significant main effect for level for the Flexibility subscale only, * (p
<.05).
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Table 5
ANOVA Sunlmarv Table forthe SelectlⅥtv Scale ofthe TA0
p
Gender
Level
Gendcr x Levcl
Residual
4.20
3.81
.61
115.85
4.20
3.81
.61
4.45
1
1
1
26
???????
?
??
?
?‐
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
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Table 6
ANOVA Sll―arv Table for the htensi宙ty Scale ofthe TA0
p
?
?
Gender
Level
Gender x Level
Residual
7.73
3.43
0.23
79.89
1
1
1
26
7.73
3.43
0.23
3.07
?
?????
‐?
?
??
?
??
??
??
?
??
???
- SOurce df     _MS
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Intensivity by gender and level. Figures l-and 2 are provided to illustrate the results for
this variable.
Analysisbf the CPT
The CPT was utiliCed to investigate the level at which each subject employed the
following attentional components: Scan, Focus, andAbsorption. Each component was
analyzed using a 2 x 2 ANOVA.
Analvsis of the Scan Scale of the CPT
Scan is an attentional"attribute that:is similar to the TAQ variablE Selectivity.
Scan is defined as the amount of task relevant information used to execute a given task.
Historically, Scan and Selectivity have been paired together with similar scale items and
statistically validated. Scan has also,been shown to be a predictive cognitive factor of
between level differences in athletes (Van Schyock and Grasha, 1984). Significant main
effects were found for both gender (F (1, 26) : 6.08, p: .021) and level (F (1, 26):
31.35, p: .000). No significant interaction was found for gender x level (F (1, 26):
.139,p: .712) (Table 7). Table 8 provides a summary of the descriptive statistics for
genlder showing males had greater Scan scores than females on the CPT. Table 9
*provides a summary of descriptive statistics for ability level on the CPT showing elite
players had higher scores than beginners in this variable. Figures 3 and 4 are also
provided to illustrate these findings for this variable.
Anal)rsis of the Focus Scale of the CPT
Focus is the ability to integrate competing external and internal stimuli that exist
in an athletic environmeht. No significant interaction for gender x level (F (1,26) : 2.88,
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Table 7
ANOVA Summarv Table for the Scan Scale of the CPT
Source          SS        df        墾 二   p
Gender         220.04         1        220.04       6.09        .021*
Level          l133.57        1       1133.57     31.36        .000*
Gender x Leve1     5.04         1          5.04       0.14        .712
~ Residua1        939.86        26        36.15
ネ(p<.o5).
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Table 8
Summary of Mean Score ScaleDifferences for Gender on the CPT
Scan Focus Absorption
Males
Mean
SEM
N
Females
Mean
SEM
N
35.42*
2.35
14
30100*
2.16
16
33.57
2.90
14
29.87
0.59
16
31.00
1.26
14
28.31
1.06
16
* Differerice between'gender, (p < .05).
Subscales
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Table 9
Summary of Mean Score Scale Differences for Level on the CPT
Subscales Scan Focus Absorption
Elite
Mean‐
SEM
N
Begillner
Mean
SEM
N
38:66*
1.56
15
26.40*
1.76
15
33.80
2.66
15
29.40
0166
15
31.93*
1.26
15
27.20*
0.87
15
* Difference between levels, (p < .05).
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Figure 3. Mean male and female scale scores on the CPT. The bars represent the SEM.
Analysis revealed significant main effect for gender for the Scan subscale only, * (p <
.05):
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Figure 4. Mean elite and beginner scale scores on the CPT. The bars represent the SEM.
Analysis revealed significant main effects for level for the Scan and Absorption subscales
only,*(p<.05).
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p:.101)normaineffectforgender(F(1,26):1.99,p:.169)orlevel(F(1,26):3.22,
p: .084) were found (Table l0). Tables 8 and 9 provide a summary of the descriptive
-statistics for Focus by gender and level. Figures 3 and4 are provided to illustrate these
*results for this variable.
Andllrsis of the Absorption Scale of the CPT
Absorption, a scale that represents total attention to an object, failed to reveal a
main effect for fender (F (1, 26):3.64,p: .067) nor.was a significant interaction for
gender x level (F (1, 26): .756,p: .393) found. A main effect for levdl G (1, 26):
10.93, p : .003 (Table l1) revealed that elite players had greater Absorption scores than
beginners. Table 8 and 9 provide a summary of the descriptive statistics for Absorption
by gender'and level. Figures 3 and 4 are provided to illustrate these findings for this
variable.
Analysis of the VPT
The VPT was developed for this investigation'with the goal being to establish a
visual perceptual ability level for subjects. Contained within the VPT were difficult and
easy portions. A cumulative score was ascertained by adding the scores from the diflicult
and easy portions. Separate ANOVA's were used to analyze the difficult and easy
portions of the VPT by gender and skill level.
Anal)rsis of the Diflicult Portion on the VPT
The diffrcult portion of the VPT allowed the subject less time and visual
information than the easy portion to respond and allocate an answer in the 3 x 3 matrix
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Table 10
ANOVA Sllmmarv Table forthe Focus Scale on the CPT
|‐  =‐       Source         SS       df    塾延l   tt         p
Gender          102.02         1       102.02       1.99         .169
Lcvel           164.68         1       164.68      3.22         .084
Gender x Level   147.62         1       147.62      2.88         .101
Residual       1328.35        26       51.09
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Table ll
ANOVA S―alv Table for the Absorption Scale・on the CPT
Source        SS       df          MS         tt          p
Gender         53.92     1            53.92        3.64        .067
Level          161.57     1            161.72       10.93        .003*
Gender x Level   ll.17     1             11.17        0.75        。393
Rcsidua1       384.23    26           14.77
‐    *(2<・05)
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that was pro宙ded.No signincantinteracdon for gender x level(F(1,26)=3.34,p=
.079)nor Πlain erect for gender(F(1,26)=1.86,p=.184)or leVel(F(1,26)=.44,p=
.512)was fOmd(Table 12).
mis ofthe Easv Portion on the VPT
The easy portion ofthe ⅥPT a1lowedthe suttect mOre dme and宙sual
infollllation than the dirlcult pOrtion ofthe VPT to‐respond and a1locate an answer in the
3x3matrix that was pro宙ded.No signiflcant interacuon for gender x level(F(1,26)=
.008,p=.929)nor main effect for gender(F(1,26)=.058,p=.812)was fOllnd.
However,a signilcant main el発ct was follnd for skill levelヽσ(1,26)=6.76,2=・015)
(Table 13).ThiS table illustratcs that the VPT was able to detect direrences in skill level
mthin the casy portion ofthe VPT. Tables 14 and 15 provide a summary ofdescriptive
statistics for skill level and gender.FittQ5 is pro宙ded to illustra e the flndings for this
vaHablc.
Analvsis ofthe Cumulat市c Portion on the VPT
The cumJative po■lon ofthe VPT cstablお hed an overdi score forthe su切∝t by
combining scores on the difFlcult and easy po■ions.No sig iic nt interaction for gender
x level(F(1926)=1.40,p=.247)nor main efFect foF gender(F(1,26)=.593,p=.445)
or lcvel(F(1,26)=1.57,p=221)was fOund(Table 16)TableS 14 and 15 provide a
summary ofdescriptive statistics fbr ski11 lcvel and gender.
Analvsis Ofthe CUT:T
Thc CL「F:T was developcd fbr this investigation.Research suggests that elitc
athlctes utilizc proxilnal cues and employ a lesscr amount Of flxatiOns than nOviccs.「Fhe
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Table 12
ANOVA Summarv Table forthe Ditticult Portion ofthe VPT
Source
??
? MS p
?
?
Gender
Level
Gender x Level
Residual
39.28
9.28
70.47
547.36
1
1
1
26
39.28
9.28
70.47
21.05
1.86
0.44
3.34
?
??
??
??
??
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Table 13
ANOVA Summary Table forthe Easv Portion of the VPT
――   Sollrce            SS        df        tt     E          2
Gender           l.13         1        1.13       0.05         .812
Level           132.77         1      132.77       6.76         .015ネ
Gender x Leve1     0.15          1        0.15       0.00    
‐
    .929
Residua1        509.99         26       19.61
* Mean score differences achieved statistical significance, (p <.05).
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Table 14
Summary of Mean Score Responses by Skill Level for the VPT
Subscale E)inEcult Ebsy Cumulative
Elite
Mcan
SEM
N
Be」mer
Mean
SE■4
N
45.11
1.14
15
46.43
1.35
15
62.62ホ
0.85
lb
58.40*
1.30
15
107.74
1.36
15
104.83
2.05
15
* Difference between levels, (p < .05).
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Table 15
Sunlmarv ofMean Score Responses bv Gender forthe VPT
Subscale E)inEcult Easy Cumulative
Males
Mean
SEM
N
Females
Mean
SEM
N
44.55
1.18
14
46.84
1.24
16
60.72
1.07
14
60.33
1.34
16
105.27
1.83
14
107.17
1.71
16
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Figure 5. Mean elite and beginner scale scores on the VPT. The bars represent SEM.
Analysis revealed a significant main effect for skill level for the easy portion only, * (p <
.05).
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Table 16
ANOVA Sllmmarv Table forthe Cllmulative Portion ofthe VPT
Source
??
? MS p
?
?
Gender
Level
Gender x Level
Residual
27.05
71.83
63.96
1186.51
1
1
1
26
27.05
71.83
63.95
45.63
0.59
1.57
1.40
?
??
?
??
?
?
??
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SubieCt Was d■ected to circle as many cues thatthey felt guided ther d∝isiois~for each
situation thatthey viewed when completing the VPT.The levels within this test were
…designated p丈政imal and extemal.ANOVA o「CUT:T pro対mal and extemal cues were
analアZed by gender and skilllevel.
Analvds ofPro対md Ctes Utnレed o  the Clrr:T
Proxiinal cues are considered to be closer to the rnid―line ofthe body. An
example ofthis type ofcue in the oontext oftennis would be ifa perfollller focused their
―attention on the positiOn Ofthe donlinant shoulder. No signiflcant interaction for gender
x level(F(1,26)=.010,p=.920)nor main efFect for gender σ (1,26)=.885,p=.358)
or level(F(1,26)=1.064,p=.312)(Table 17)were fOund.Table 18 and 19 provide a
surninary ofdescriptive statistics by skill level and gender.
Analvsis ofExtemal Cues Utilized on the CUT:T
Extemal cues are considered to be away lヒom the rnid―line ofthe body. An
example ofthis type ofcue in the context oftennis would be ifa perfollller focused their
attention on the ball as it leaves the racquet face. No signiflcant interaction for gender x
level(F(1,26)=.015,p=.903)nor main efFect for gender lF(1,26)=2.378,p=.135)
and level‐(F(1,26)=.003,p=.956)(Tablb 20)were fOund.Table 18 and 19 provide a
summary ofthe descriptive statistics fbr skill level and gender.
Su¨
Analysis ofthe variables Within thersubscales ofthe CPT,TAQ,VPT,and cUT:
T was conducted utilizing separate 2 x 2 ANOVA's.Results revealed no signiflcant
interactions for gender x level,however,several inain efFects were found
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Tablё 17
ANOVA Sllmmarv Table for PЮ対mal CueS・ Utilized on the Cl「F:T
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
S<iurce- p
?
?
??
? MS
??
??
?
?
??
??
??
??
?
???
??
Gender
Level
Gender x Level
Residual
82.37
99.08
0.95
2420.14
1
1
1
26
82.37
99.08
0.95
93.08
??
?
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Table 18
Sunimary of Mean Score Reslnnses by Skill Level for Proximal and External Cues
Utilized on the CUT:T
Subscale Proximal Extemal
Elite
Mcan
SEM
N
Be」mer
Mcan
SEM
N
15.53
3.01
15
11.86
1.68
15
13.26
1.20
t5
13.13
1.73
15
59
Table 19
Sllmmarv ofMcan Score Resporlses bv Gender for PrO対ma  and Exterllal Cues Utilized
on‐the CUT:T
Subscale Proximal External
Male
Mean
SEM
N
Female
Meln
SEM
N
11.92
2.77
14
15.25
2.16
16
14.92
1.63
14
11.68
4.96
16
|60
Table 20
ANOVA Summarv Table for Extemal Cues Utilized on the CUT:T
lSource p
?
?
Gender
Level
Gender x Level
Residual
78.43
0.10
0.50
857.73
78.43
0.10
0.50
32.99
2.37
0.00
0.01
1
1
1
26
?
?????
??
???
??
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Signiicant difrerences in s∞res b tween males and femdes were revealed for,Fle対bHity
w■hin the TAQ and SCan within the CPT.Sigrllflcant direrences between elite and
_   _beginners were levealed in the following scales,Fle対bility宙hin the TAQ,Scan Within
the CPT,Absorption Within the CPT,and the｀casy portion ofthe VPT.Table 21 is
provided to sunllnarize the overall flndings Ofthis‐in stigation.「Fhese results are
discussed in the fonowing Chapter.
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Table 21
Overall Summary of the Data Analyses Performed
Variable Gender (Males vs.Female) Level (Elite vs. Beginner) Interaction
TAQ
Flexibility
Selectivity
Intensivity
CPT
Scan
Focus
Absorption
VPT
Easy
Difficult
Cumulative
CUf :T
Proximal
External
+(males>)
+(males>)
十(elite>)
+ (elite >)
+ (elite >)
十(elite>)
+ denotes a significant (p < .05) finding
> denotes greater than, direction ofdifference
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results presented in Chapter 4 will be discussed under the following headings:
(a)-gender differences in CPT and TAQ, @) gender differences in VPT, (c) gender
differences irCUT:T, (d) practical implications of gender findings, (e) level differences
in CPT and TAQ, (f) level differences in VPT, (g) level differences in CUT:T, (h)
practical implications of level findings, and a (i) summary.
This thesis sought to investigate gender differences in attentional attributes of
elite and beginner tennis players on the CPT and TAQ. Previous investigators have
revealed that both the CPT and TAQ are more sensitive and reliable tests of attentional
factors than general attention questionnaires and are able to discriminate among ability
levels (Van Schyock & Grasha, 1984). It does not appear that previous authors
considered gender as a variable in prior CPT or TAQ investigations.
The significant finding on the Flexibility scale conftrms the initial stated
hypothesis that gender differences would occur in responses reported via the TAQ
Flexibility is the ability to deal with the constantly changing field of stimuli impinging on
the performer to be able to ef;lectively deploy, control, and alternate the scope and focus
of attention (Etzel, 1979). A tennis player who successfully implements this attentional
construct is able to vacillate between the constantly changing external and internal
environment that exists in a competitive environment. Tennis is a game of deception that
involves an opponent consistently trying-to lead you to believe that he/she is employing a
particular strategy when in actuality they are doing-something else. In the context of a
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speciflc situation a player inay set up as ifto hit a gToundstroke while at thalast moment
mo宙ng the racquet into position to attempt‐a drop shot.The player who does not
efFectively adapt to the changing nature ofpresented‐stiinuli in order to inake a strateglё
deciSi6n is not emDloying a high level the attentional const■lct OfFle対bility.In this
invettigatibn males repo■ed great r Fle■blity SCores than females(13.50v.H.68).
Better performance on spatial relations is associated with an increased ability to perceive
宙sual cues in a∞」l cting∞ntext.This investigation is consistent with the cogmt市e
psychology literature vnth reference to rnales outperfonlling feinales in spatial ability
(Kerns and Berebaul■1991).
A second variable that revealed signiflcant gender dil圧じrences was the attent onal
construct known as Scan.This flnding is also consistent with the hypothesis that there
would be gender dil圧じrences in CPT responses. Scan is the ability to utilize task relevant
information in order to make decisions(Van,schyoct 1984).In the cOntext ofthe tennis
environment a player needs tO visually interpret available cues in order to ettctively
implement strategic responses.Forinstance a player may choose to focus on the angle of
the racquet face atimpactin‐orderto best assume a position where the ban will be
returned. This is an anticipatory response based on vlsually interpreted infollllation.
Scan is thus an attentional construct that deals with speciflc detalls that occur vnthin a
situation. ThiS investigation revealed that inales'scored higher in Sёan than fernales
(35.42v.30.00)ThiS flnding is contradictory to the assertion in the cognitive
psychology literature that feinales are able to discriininate speciflc visual details lnore
eftct市ely than males(SChneidler&Paterson,1942).TheSe cOntradictory indings could
have occurred due to the difbring methodology and subieCts employed between the two
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investigations. [n additiorq the two investigations conhasted in that one was sport
specific and the other wal not.
Several scales within the CPT, Focus and Absorptiorq and TAQ, Selectivity and
+L =. InGnsivity, did:not demoiistrate the ability to discriminate between gender. These
findings did not support the initial hypothetical proposals that asserted that gender
differences'would exist.
The practical implications of these findings are numerous. Recent investigations
in soccer players have shown that attentional skills training is effective in contributing to
increased positive attentional traits and decreased negative attentional tiaits
@apanikolaou,lgg2). It is interesting to note that in the previously mentioned
investigation the scales that were considered positive are all functional subscales (BET,
BIT, and NAR) of the attentional components that achieved statistical significance in this
'iflVestigation (Flexibility and Scan). Women displayed a lower level of implementation
of these positive scales of attention in this investigation. The successful coach is one who
is cognizant of the deficiencies of their athletes. A recent investigation revealed a need
for more coacheS to develop mental'skills training for their athlbtes to apply to their
particular sports @amarjian, N., Gould, D., & Medbury, R., 1999). Implementation of
the findings of this investigation would demand that coaches foster the raining and
employment of these positive attributes. Female tennis athletes, particularly, may need
further coaching in the area of recognition of relevant cues and utilizing these cues to
make accurate decisions. It would be useful to tennis coaches to be aware of these
attentional variables that should be trained and the gender difl'erences that apparently
exist. The investigator contends that the questionnaire utilized urithin:this investigation
can be employed to create awareness of these positive cognitive attributes.
Gender Differences in VPT
A test to reveal differences in the ability to perceive visually was constructed for
the purposes of this investigation (i.e., the VPT).'Occlusion tests have not been utilized
in the literature to investigate potential gender differences in the ability to visually
perceive. The current investigation hypothesized that the instrument utilized would
reveal gender differences in the ability to perceive. A difficult and easy portion of visual
occlusion were analyzed from responses on the VPT. In the difficult pdrtions, subjects
had less visual information presented to them to help effectively cast a correct response
than in the easy portion. The easy, diflicult, and cumulative portions were unable to
discriminate between gender. These findings are contradictory to the hypothesis that the
VPT could reveal gender differences. When applying the concept that visual perception
should be related to attentional scales, it appears the VPT is more representative ofthe
components Absorptioq Focus, Selectivity, and Intensivity and not reflective of Scan and
Flexibility. It is unknown why this instrument failed to establish linear differences in
gender in the VPT. It may be that the instrument is not sensitive enough to discriminate
between gender.
Gender Differences in CUT: T
A cue utilization questionnaire (i.e., the CUT: T) was constructed for the purposes of this
investigation. This test was designed to reveal what the performer is focusing on. These
cues were defined as external and proximal. The number of these cues utilized for each
situation in the VPT was zubjected to statistical airalysis. It was postulated thbt gender
differences would occur because the cognitive literature suggests that females are better
able to discriminate between specifii visual details-(Kerns and Berenbaum, l99l),
however, the findings conflict with this literature. The nature of proximal cues is that
- they are more specific than external cues, thus it was anticipated that females would
utilize a greater amount of proximal cues than males. The CUT. T did not support this
interpretation th'at differences exist between genders in reference to how cues are utilized.
It can be stated that the instrument may not be sensitive enough to discriminate between
gender whcn no gender differences exiSt-in CUT: T ability. The signifi-cance of these
findings is unknown.
Practical Implications of Gehder Findings
This investigation utilized three instruments designed to investigate differences
between genders in attentional variables, visual perceptual ability and cue utilization
patterns. Based on the findings of the CPT and TAQ, women were found to employ
lower levels of Scan and Flexibility respectively. The literature suggests that these are
positive cognitive strategies and therefore, it is recomrhOn-ded that coaches be aware of
gender differences in attention that may exist. Coaches should make it a practice to
aCtively remind athletes of the importance of employing and practicing attention
improving strategies. It is recommended that coaches and sport psychologists jointly
develop training procedures that would'iricrease the utilization of appropriate attentional
characteristics during practice and competition.
?
?
??
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Level Differences in CPT/TAO
The'research into differences between elite and beginner performer5is much more
voluminous than that of gender differences. The CPT and TAQ were utilized in this
investigation to assess.skill level differences in attentional components. The hy[othesis
ri"ith regard to this variable was that elite'athletes would report higher scores on
attentional components than would"beginners. Supporting this hypothesis, variables
revealed the ability of the CPT and TAQ to distinguish'between levels. Mean score
responses for the Flexibility (TAQ) scale,were 15 Yo greater for elite performers than for
noVices, Scan scales (CPT) were 40 Yo greater for elite performers than'for novices, and
Absorption (CPT) scales were 20 %o greater for.elite performers than for novices.
Flexibility has been shown to be an aCcurate predictor of level differences in previous
- investigations=(Van Schyock, 1984). Scan is also a component of attention that has been
shown to iev6al differences in skill level (Van Shyoclq 1984). This investigation afftrms
the proposed hypothesis as well as the literature that contends that the Scan component of
the CPT would reveal differences in skill level. The significant differences between
levels on the Absorption scale is contrary to the findings by Van Schyock (1984). Van
Schyock (1984)found that no clear pattern in Absorption emerged to distinguish level
differences. The scales Selectivity (TAQ), Intensivity (TAQ), and Focus (CPT) did not
discriminate between levels. In summary, the CPT and TAQ as applied to this particular
sample revealed predictive validity with respect to distinguishing between skill levels
when using Flexibility, Scan, and Absorption scales.
As was stated previously, the scales that were subjected to statistical analysis are
considered to be positive attentional attributes. Based on the findings of this
|   ~~~~…
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investigation it can be'drgued'that to achieve higher performance levels one must employ
the attributEs associated with Flexibility, Scan, and Absorption. These findings could
have particular importance in the area of identiffing a level at which each tennis athlete
employs these positive attentional attributes. An athlete who is considered to be utilizing
lower levels of these scales could spend time'bolstering these deficiencies by engaging in
cognitive training. An awareness and understanding ofthe nature of each attentional
scale is the first step in strengthening weaknesses that may exist. It is the recommended
that coaches and sport psychologists develop tiaining strategies based on the Flexibility,
Scan and Absorption scales.
The newly developed instrument could also be used to ascertain whether or not
younger tennis players are employing these strategies. First, this would serve as a
screening tool to identify children who have an innate mental predisposition to succeed at
-t6-nnis. Second, deficits in implementation of these positive scales of attention could be
rectified early and thus development accelerated. As was stated previously inthe
chapter, coaches need to facilitate mental skills training. Developing cognitive strategies
is as important as practicing physical skill development if an athlete attempts to progress
in ability level.
Level Differences in VPT
The VPT that was created for this investigation sought to differentiate between
ability levels in performance on an occlusion test. The literature is highly contradictory
as to the ability of visual occlusion tests to differentiate between ability levels. Carlton,
Chae, and Chow (2000) contended that elite performers are able to predict direction of
the flight of the ball more efficiently than novices. ln contrast, Abernathy and Russell
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(1984)failed tO exposedifFerences in宙stlal‐percepttl competerlcy as applied to ability
level when conducting occlusion studies in badlninton. This investigatibn revealedtthat
wlthin the easy portion ofthe VPT,level diJttbrences could be discrinlinated‐conf1111ling
the initial hypothesis that there would be skill level difFerences in vlsual perceptual
scores.The lnean s∞re for dite perfollllerS fOr the easy portion ofthe VPT was 63100‐as
opposed to 58.00 for beginners. The difFlcult and cumulative portions ofthe VPT failed
to discriminate between ability levels.The VPT is unique to this investigatiOi and has
not been previously suttected tO any type ofanalysis.Itis possible a ceiling efFect was
built into this newly constructed test that the di3Ecult portion was to challenging for elite
perforIIners. Comparisons ofinstruments utilized in previous investigations are
unwarranted,as they are all inherently difFerent in construction.
Based on these flndings,it can be stated thatthe easy portion ofthe VPT could be
utilized in future investigations to ascertain ability level by ineasudng levels ofvisual
perceptual ability.In additioL it is the opinion ofthe investigator that the instnlinent
itselfcould be utilized as a lraining tool for visual perception,cue utilization,and
cOgnitive strengthening,When宙ewing the tape it can be stated thatthe occurrences
force concentration and utilization ofspeciflc attentional scales that are found wlthin this
investigation to be relevant to better perfollllance.For example,when a sutteCt宙ews the
tape it is a known fact that the situation will occlude This forces the suttect tO Search for
cues that may reveal where the ball will land,forcing the suttect tO utilize a Scan related
skill.When the suttect prOcesses whatever cue they ch00se tO utilize and make a
decision they are utilizing a Flexibility related skill. The ability to dis_embed necessary
cues can be strengthened by repettedly watching the tape The suЦeCt COuld oOse tb
7t
focus on a particular cue that has been deemed to be of importance. These cognitive
skills that have been practiced can then be taken to the couit for practice or utilized in a
competitive situation. In summary, future investigators could utilize the easy portion of
the VPT as a method to detest ability level differences in visual perceptual ability scores
anil should consider developing the instrument as a training device for application by
coaches and players.
Level Differences in CUT:T
A cue utilization questionnaire (i.e., the CUT: T) was developed to ascertain what
visual cues the perflormer is utilizing in order to make decisions. The hypothesis that was
proposed was that there would be skill level differences in what cues were being utilized.
Cues were divided into proximal and external components and subjected to statistical
analysis. Analysis revealed that the measure utilized was not able to discriminate
between ability levels. This finding is contrary to an investigation by Singer (1996) who
revealed that scanning patterns of elite performers are more effrcient than novices are.
When interpreting Singer's results it is evident that elite athletes focused on more
relevant cues. It can be contented that a more efficient visual search stratery would
employ proximal cues versus external cues. The performer who interprets appropriate
cues is likely to have more time to react and thus be more successful. These differences
could have occurred due to the differing methodology utilized within the two
investigations. In addition, Singer also stated that the advanced player tends to fixate on
fewer cues than the beginner. The number of-cues fixated on per situation was not
analyzed but may be of interest. However, Williams and Elliott (2000) revealed no
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differences in total number of fixations pEr trial in visual search strategy bdtween subjects
of two different'skill- level s.
Practical lmplications of Level Findings
Scan and'Absorption, from the CPT, reVealed.the ability to discrimiirate between
ability levels as did Flexibility, from the,TAQ. The easy portion of the VPT also
demonstrated the ability to discriminate between ability levels. It can be stated that in
order to become an-advanced or elite tennis player the attributes that were found to
predict differences in ability level be both practiced and-employed purposefully by
aspiring tennis players. It is the opiirion of the investigator that the easf portion of the
VPT be utilized in future research and potentially developed as a training tool to improve
the visual perceptual ability of tennis players.
Implications for the Theoretical Matrix
The original TAIS contained 17 subscales of cognitive processes. Six of these
subscales reflected attentional processes. Nideffer (1976) defined his cognitive processes
as a set of competencies that consist6d of a two dimensional matrix of direction and
bandwidth. Diiection refers to wheth€r One's attention is directed internally or extbniiilly.
Bandwidth refers to the capacity of one to broaden or niurow the attentional field.
Nideffer postulated that cOrtain sports require a particular combination of direction and
bandwidth to be employed for an athlete to best perform. The scales within the CPT and
TAQ are tennis specific versions of the original TAIS, and in previous investigations
(Van Schoyck, 1984), the CPT and TAQ were shown to have to have good psychometric
properties representative of dimensions associated with athletic performance. In addition,
the sport-specific CPT and TAQ were fouird to be a more accurate measure of attentional
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style in temis players than the TAIS(Van SChyocL 1984).SinCe the scales ofthe CPT
and TAQ(e.g.,Fle対bility,Scat and~Absorptio→were dedved hm oHginal TAIS
scales,it should be feasible to conceive their place in Niderer's attentional inatrix.This
wouldpro宙de a theoretical iamework for the flndings Ofthe present~study allovЛng
easier practical application by coaches,players,and sport psychologists.
Absorption is the ability to screen out extraneous stilnuli and concentrate on
cues that are relevant to the tast plaCing this variable in the narrow/intemal po■ion of
the inatrix. Flexibility is‐the abil ty to expand and reduce the focus ofattention. For
example,a perfollller inay flrst fbcus on the shOulders ofthe opponent ttnd then shill to
the toss ofthe ban during a serve and allthe while discern the relevant cues. The
perfollller who utilizes this sklll is in a broad/extemalinode with a switch to a
concentrated narrow/intemal focus ofattention. Scan is the ability to process cues and
analyze which ones are to be utilized and acted upon.It is a process analysis vanable.
The perfollller who utilizes this variable is also in the broad/extemal quadrant and then
shins to the narrow/int(Inal quadrant ofthe 2 X 2 1natrix.Figure 6 is provided to
illustrate the vanables that were signiflcant within this investigation and how they can be
applied within Nidettr's2X2matHx.Ac∞rding to the results ofthe present study,the
matr破indicates that the successill tennis player vacillates between the broad/extemal
and narrow/intemal quadrants ofthe inatrix.Due to apreponderance ofemphasis on
cognitive variables located in the nttow/intemal quadrant,it is highly recOmmended that
tennis players consider fulther developing narrow/internal cognitive―sk lls to p tentially
imprOve perfollllance_
ITHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
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External
Assessment Execution
Analysis Preparation
Internal
Figure 6. Nideffer's (1976) 2 X 2 matrix representation of attentional competencies. A,
F, and S represent affentional variables Absorption, Flexibility, and Scan, respectively.
The location and size of the circle represent the degree to which a given variable falls
within the quadrant of the matrix.
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Summary
The current investigation sought to establish gender and ability-level differences
in the CPT, TAQ, VPT, and the CUT. T. Males scored higher on the Flexibility and Scan
scales from the TAQ and CPT, respectively. It is recommended that coaches and sport
psychologists be cognizant of these potential diffEiences between genders and determine
if training procedures can be developed to bolster positive attentional attributes. Neither
the VPT nor the CUT: T was able to discriminate between genders. Within the skill level
sections of this investigation, the CPT revealed that elite players scored higher on the
Scan and Absorption scales. The TAQ also revealed elite players did b6uer than novices
on the Flexibility scale. It is recommended that players develop these cognitive skills if
they wish to potentially improve their performance. It was also proposed that if coaches,
players, and sport psychologists wish to improve tennis performance they should
concentrate on developing cognitive processes that are broad/external in nature but
especially focus development in the area of a narrodinternal focus of attention. The
easy portion of the VPT, which discriminated dif[erences in ability level, may also be
useful as a training tool to develop the ability level of tennis players. The potential for
these findings to be useful for performance-enhancement application requires further
study.
Chapter6
SIIMMARY,CONCLUS10NS,AND RECOMMENDAT10NS
Summarv
This study exanlined gender and ability level difFerences in attentional styles and
宙sual perceptud abilities using three te■s in el■ and bttinnertellmsplayers.These
tests were the Terlnis AttentiOn QueStiOlllnaire(TAQ),ConCentration Pronle:Tellnis
(CPT),VISual Perceptual Test:Tellms(VPT),and the Cue Utilization Questiorlnaire
(CUT:T).Thi‖けSuttectS Were assigned to elite or beginner status based on their ability
level.Elite players were members ofComell University's tennis.teams"hile bbginner
players were ellrolled in beginner physical education temis classes.Each su可Oct宙eWed
the VPT,visual perceptual tests oftennis speciflc situations with occluded outcomes and
were asked to complete the.CUT:T,a test tO reveal which cues the subiect Was utilizing
in orderto make decisions on the VPT.俎er inishing these tests subiects Were asked to
completethe TAQ and CPT.These questionnaires were designed to measure the degree
to which one was employing a certain scale ofattentional style.The TAQ contained
three tennis speciflc attentional scales.They were Flexibility,Selectivity,and lntensivity.
The CPT measured S∽L Focus,and Absorption.
ANOVA found no signiflcant interactions for gender Or skill on any variable
inspected.However,for attentional vanables several lnain efFects in both gender and
level were found The variables Fle対bility from the TAQ and SCan from the CPT were
found to be signiflcant when comparing responses between inales and females The
terlnis―speciflc CPT and TAQ have nOt been utilized previously tO detect attentional
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difFerences between gender. Therefore, this study adds to the literature in that the CPT
and TAQ may be useful for deteGing differences in tennis specific attentional scales
- between gender. In additioq Flexibility, Scan, and Absorption ofthe CPT/TAQ were
-able to differentiate between responses by ability level. This finding reinforces previous
literature that stated as ability levels increase so'do scores in Flexibility and Scan. This
study also revealed that between level scores in Absorption are greater in elite tennis
-players than novices, a finding not previously seen. ANOVA also revealed that the VPT
was able to differentiate berween ability level within the easy portion ofthe instrument.
Elite athletes within this investigation were shown to score significantly higher on the
VPT than were beginners.
Conclusions
The following were made based on the results of this study:
l. Males outperform females in tasks that require the ability to deal with
conflicting stimuli and are able to discern,task relevant information in a more efficient
manner as defined by the parameters of the tennis-specific tests utilized in this
investigation.
2.Elitetennis players employ the ability to deal with conflicting stimuli, are able
to dis-embed task relevant informatiorq aird monitor internal thoughts and ignore
irrelevant external stimuli at a more efficient level than do novices as defined by the
parameters of the teSts utilized in this investigation.
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3. Based on the findings ofthis investigatiorL the easy portion of the Wt cOuld
be used to detect difi[erences in samples of tennis players of varying abilities and may be
' useful as'a training tool to improve cognitive abilities and thereby performance.
.: - 4. Certain attentional scales (Flexibility, Scan-and Absorption) from the TAQ and
CPT may be useful as a screening and training tools to assist tennis players and coaches
in optimizing performance.
5. When playing and training, tennis players, coaches, and sport psychologists
should utilize broad/external cognitive skills but, most importantly,'should focus on
developing narrodinternal cognitive skills.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are made for future research on this topic:
1. Further investigation is warranted into the attentional variables that
differentiated between gender and ability level as improvable attributes of attention, that
if trained, may produce higher levels of playing ability.
2. Develop a variation of the CPT and TAQ that would serve as a training tool to
potentially augment important developmental growth in the area of attentional-style
strategies.
3 Study and potentially develop the VPT into a reliable and valid training tool
for improvement of attentional attributes.
4. The diffrcult portion of the VPT should be further investigated because it may
yield a different result using a more advanced sample of players (e.g.,11'om professional
rankings).
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5. Investigate cue utilization in the area of number of fixations utilized per
situation between ability levels because hovices may utilize more cues than elite
performers.
Appendix A
CONCENTRATION PROFLE:「Π〕゛ 颯S(CPT)
(Adopted hm Van SchOycL R.S.&Gをas L A.F.(1984).Comit市e Processes in Terlms
_Plavers:―Test ofThree Factors.Doctoral DissertatioL University ofCincimati,Ohio.)
Name:, Sex:
Player Status:
Directions: Please check the answer that most clearly fits the way you see yourself-as a tennis
player. Read each statement carefully and decide whether each statement applies to you
ALWAYS, FREQUENTLY, SOMETIMES, RARELY, OT NEVER.
Please answer every item.
ALWAYS FREOUENTLY SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER
l) When playing tennis, I
find myself distracted
by the sights and sounds
aroundme. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2) Wlien plaiing tennis, I
find myself distracted
by my own thoughts and
ideas. () () () () ()
3) All I need is a little
information about another
player and I can come up
with a large number of ideas
abouthowtoplayhim/her. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
4l As I play tennis, my
thoughts are limited to
the objects and people
inmyimmediitesurroundings. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
5) My shots are well planned
and closely follow a logical
shategy. () () () () ()
6) My mind moves so rapidly
when I play tennis lhat I can't
keepupwithit. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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7') When playingtennis, the court
:-: and its errtironment seems to be
: - - a busy ctinfrrsing array of activity
and_sights
8) As I play tennis, it is
- 
-easy to block out everything
not related to mY shot.
9) Ifocusontheoneshot
that my oPPonent is
making u1d miss his/her
overall stategY on that
Point.
l0) As I play tennis, I have
diffrcultY clearing mY mind
of a single thought or idea.
I l) I think about one thing
at a time whe,n I play
tennis.
-12) I get.caught up in my
thoughts and find theY
interfere with my making a
shots.
13) Ithinkalotabout
strategy and tactics.
14) I'm interested in
broader aspects ofthe
game than most tennis
players.
l5) It iS easy for me to
foous specifically on
the shot I'm making.
16) It is easy for me to
keep thoughts from
interfering with hitting
my shot.
ALWAYS FREOUENTLY SmTIMES RARELY NEVER
()
() ()
()
()
()
()
() () () ()
() () ()
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ALWAYS FREOUEttY SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER
17)It is Caw for llle to
_ 町p SightS and sounds
tom int」cring with
‐ my thoughts as l play.       ()    ()    ()    ()  ()
18)As l play tennis,~happenings orottccts
grab my attention。          ()    ()     ()    ()  ()
19)It iS eaw for lllle to
keep mymindm asinJc
d10uまt Or dea as l play tennls.    ()    ()     ()    ()  ()
20)Iam g00d d behg abL to
 ¨an‐my OppOnent's
mOvements to deterIIIEle the
placement ofthe sh。        ()    ()     ()    ()  ()
21)WidISO much going on
around IIle on the tennls∞嗅
itis dirlcult for me to kecP iny
conccntration for any lcngth oftime. ()    ()     ()    ()  ()
22)I血goOd d quickly analyzing
complex situations around inc,
such as anticlpating lnovmg fbnvard when
my opponent betts to attmptto hit
a drop shtt or a challge in●ctts.  ()    ()     ()    ()  ()
23)When l get alxous orllervous on
dle tcnnis com my attention bccomes
narow and l fau to see mportant
Ⅲ gS that are happelllllg.     ()    ()     ()   ()  ()
24)Whell playing doubLs,I am awarc
ofthe inovelllents and positiolls of
au the play∝3 on the∞un。      ()    ()      ()    ()   ()
25)Itis Casy for me to k∝p my mind
on a single sight or soulld as l play
temis.            ()   ()    ()   ()  ()
26)I alll good at quiclttr anal}zmg atemis
opponent and asscssttg ttκntt alld
wea山ocs"s              ()     ()      ()     ( )   ()
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ALWAYS FREOUENTLY SOMETIMES IRABETX NEVER
27) AsI play te,nnis, I have so many
things on my mind that I become
Gnfused and ri,f &lmk the importance
ofa:point. () () () () ()
:-
28) I'can plan severallhdts
ahead. () () () () ()
29) I frnd myself paying atte,ntiou
to too many irrelwant details
aslplaytennis. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
30) I miss shots in te,nnis because
my troughts get stuok on one idea
. 
orfeeling. () () () () ()
3 l) I get confused during a quiok net
exs[angeindoubles. () () () () ()
32) I am good at glancing at a tennis court
on which I am about to play and quiokly
notiding the court features, such as
diflerences in thetexnue of the playing
surfaceorlowspotsintheoourt. () () () () ()
33) Even when I am involvd with playing
tennis my mind is going a mile a
minute. () () () () ()
34) I can figure out how to play against
others jus by watching them play for
severalminutes. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
35) It is easy for me to keep in mind a
.. lotbf alternate strategies while I am
playingtennis. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
36) My coach or instructor has to
keep repeating his/her advice to me
because I become distacted by my
oumirrelevantrhoughts. () () () () "()
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DIRECTIONS: Indicate by placing a check in the appropriate space whether the following
questions are mostly TRUE or mostly FAL,SE as applied to yourself as a tennis player.
37) As l,play t€nnis, sometimes I feel and experience
thirigs as I did when I was a child TRIIE ( ) FALSE (
=38; 
=I can be greatly moved by the eloquence and poetic
mov€,me,nt of a te,nnis player
39) While Watching a tenrris matoh, I may become
so involved that I f6rget about myself and my
surroundings and experie,nce the match as if it
were real and I were actually playing.
-40) If I stare at a temis match and then look away
from it, I oan sometimes "see" an image of the
poinf being played atnost as if I were still
looking at it.
4l) As I play tennis, sometimes I feel as ifmy mind
could envelop the whole world.
42) I like to watch the ball pass back and forth over
the net.
43) If I wish, t can image ( or daydream ) playing
tennis so vividly that it holds my attention
ras a goodmovie or story does.
44) I think I realty know what some people mean
when they talk about mystical experiences
when playing temis.
45) As I play tennis, I sometimes "step outside"
my usual self and experience an entirety
different state of being.
- 
46) Teffis, such as thefeelofa leather grip,
or the strings, sometimes remind me of the
colors and sounds ofplaying tennis.
47) As I play tennis, sometimes I experience
things as if they were doubly real.
48) When I play tennis I can get so caught up in
it that I don't noticc anything else.
49) As I play tennis, if I wish, I can imagine
that my body is so heary that I could not
move it if I wanted to.
TRUE( ) FALSE( )
TRUE( ) FALSE( )
TRrrE ( ) FALSE( )
TRUE( )
TRIJE O
TRUE( )
TRUE O
rRUE( )
rRUE( )
TRLIE ( )
TRIJE ( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
TRUE( ) FALSE( )
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50) I can often somehow seirse where a shot is
going before it is actually made. TRIIE ( ) FALSE ( )
5 I ) The sound of the ball being hit stimulates myimagination. TRtrE( ) FALSE( )
---'t :5? It'is sometimes possible for fre to be completely
immersed in playing tennis and to feel as if my whole
'state-of consciousness has somehow been temporarily
altiinsd. TR[E( ) FALSE( )
53) Different colors remind me of distinot
and special moments itr tstrtris. TRt E ( ) FALSE ( )
54) I am able to wander offinto my own thoughts
while hitting a shot and actually forget that I am
playrng a point, and then find a few seconds later
- 
that the point is over. TRIJE ( ) FALSE ( )
55) I can sometimes recolleot certain past experiences
in temis with such clarity and vividness that it is like
living them again or almost so. TRUE ( ) FALSE ( )
56) As I play tennis, things that might seem meaningless
to others often make ssnse to me. TRUE ( ) FALSE ( )
i7) Wme watching a match, I think I could really feel the
emotions of the player and "become" himlher for the
timebeing,forgettingbothmyselfandthEirudience. TRIIE( ) FALSE( )
58) As I play tennis, my thoughs ofteu don't oc.cur
as words bul as visual images. TRUE ( ) FALSE ( )
59) I often take delight'in thespxll things
in t€nnis (like the spiral wound of gut strings
orthetextureofthefirzzontheball). TRUE( ) FALSE( )
60) Whe,n trstening to the sound of the ball on my racke!
I sometimes feel as if I am being lifted into the air. TRUE ( ) FALSE ( )
6l) Sometimes I cari change noises on the court into musio
by the way I listen to them. TRUE ( ) FALSE ( )
62) Some of my most vivid memories of playing tennis
are called up by scents and smells. TRt E ( ) FALSE ( )
63) Certain pieces of music remind me of playing tennis
or a specific series of shots. TRUE ( ) FALSE ( )
64) I often know what shot the opponent is going to make
before he or she hits ir. TRUE ( ) FALSE ( )
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65)
66)
???
68)
I often have" physical memories"; for example, after
I've bestr playrng t€nds, I may feel as if I'm still on the court.
The sound of players hitting the ball can be so fascinating
to me that I can just go on lisening to it.
As I play tennis, at times I somehow feel the
pres€nce of someone who is not physically ftere.
As I play tennis, sometimes thoughts and images
oome to me without the slightest effort on my part.
TRUE( )
TRUE( )
TRUE( )
TRrrE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
FALSE( )
Appendix B
TENNIS ATTENTION QUESTIONNAIRE (TAQ)
Name: Sex:
: 
--_Playef Status:
Directions: Below are a series of statements concerning how people perform mentally when they
play tennis. Carefully read each statement and determine whether you STRONGLY AGREE,
AGREE, DISAGREE, or STRONGLY DISAGI{EE with it being representative ofthe way(s)
that you perforng and mark the appropriate space adjacent to the item. There are no right or
wrong answers.
SWNGLY                        STRONGLY
AGREE     AGR□B    DISAGttE     DISAGuE
1)I Can casily shift ulc focus ofmy
attentio■■om one aspect ofmy
p」omance to another.      ()     ()     ()
2)l am leSS∞nsciously aware ofho■v
‐ I'mp」oming when l fecltired
or borcd           ()     ()    ()
3)I can∞nsistently‖mtt the
focus ofmy attentiollto
important eeCtS Ofhitting
a shot.            ()     ()    ()
4)I call rapidly change dle focus
一  ―     ofmy attention tom extemalto
.  mtmal portiolls ofmy hitting
a shot.            ()     ()     ()
5)I allll mOre alert than‐us lal■7hcn
l cxpcneIIce`(lnatch pressurc"
and so l telld to∞ncentrate bettcr.    ( )          ( )         ( )
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STRONGLY STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE DISAGREE DISAGREE
6) Wherl I'm hitting a shot it's not
- 
difthcultformeto shutout
everything but thoughts concerned
, withperformance. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
7) I can easily expand the scope of
my attention from a narrow to a
widefieldofawareness. () () () ()
8) I feel better prepared to deal with
fte task of hitting a shot wfen I am
wellrestedandalert. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
by silhts and sounds in and around
thecoirrtwhetrI'mhittingashot. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
l0) [ can rapidly change the to<;=us of
my attention from intertral to external
portionsofmyhittingashot. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
I l) I oan still play quite well
=*??enwhenlfeeltired. () () () ()
12) I consider my ability to
seleotively conce'ntate on mY
hifting a shot to be better than
theabilityofmyfellowcompetitors. () () () ()
13) I can readily reduce the scoPe
of my attention from a wide to
a narow ield ofawarelless.     ()     ()     ()
14)_I conCentrate be■om my
hitting when l fecl wide‐awake.  0    0    ()
15)I fmd tt dirlcuh to collCentrate
m thc dgniflcant ptt Jmy hitthg
a shot alroughout all entirc point.   ()     ()     ()
()
Appendix C
VPT _ CUT:T SCORING GRID
Situation l
1. Please indieate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
2. How did you arrive at this answer?
Cirrle all that apply
A ShoulderTurn
C. Position of Head
E. Positionof Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Situation 2
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
3. Please indicate where on this diagnm of a tennis 6urt-the ball landed
4. How did you arrive at this ansuer?
Cirde dl that apply
A ShoulderTurn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
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Situation 3
5. Please indicate where on this diagrarn of a tennis court the ball landed
6. How didyou arrive atthisanswer?
Circle all that apply
A ShoulderTurn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
Situation 4
7. Please inalicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
8. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle au that apply
A.Shoulder Turn
C.Position ofHcad
E_Position ofKnees and Feet
G.Racquct Angle
I.Don't Know
B.Position ofDominant Shouldcr
D.Posidon ofHips
F.Ban POsition
H.Gucss
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. B ll Position
H. Guess
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Situation 5
9. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis cout fteba[ landed
10. How didyou arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. ShoulderTum
C. P6sition of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Situation 6
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
11. Please indicate where on this diagnm of a tennis court the ball landed
12. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Tum
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
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Situation 7
13. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis cou-rt the ball landd
14.How did you arnve atthis answeρ
Circle an that apply
A Shouldcr T¬
『
n
C.Position ofHead
E.Posidon ofKnecs and F∝t
G.Racqlet An」c
I.Don't Know
Situation 8
15.Please indicate where on ttis diatt of a tennis courtthe ball landed
16. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all thdt apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
B.Position ofDo―nt Shoulder
D.Position ofIIips
F.Bau POsition
H.Gucss
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
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Situation 9
17. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the batl landd
18. How didyou arrive at this answer?
Ciicle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
Situation 10
19. Ptease indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
20. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
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Situation 11
2 I - Please indicate where on this diagram of a tenni s court the ball landed
22. How didyou arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A ShoulderTurn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Situation-12
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
23. -Please indicate-where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
24. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
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Situation 13
25. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis cout the ball landed
26. How didyou anive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Situation 14
27. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
28. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Knorv
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hipa
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
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Situation 15
29.Please indime wherc On tts diagttm ofa tennis court ale ball landed
30. How did you amve atthisalper?
Circle an that apply
A.Shouldcr Tum
C.Position ofHcad
E.Position ofKnees and Fcet
G.Racquet An」
I Don't Know
Situation 16
31. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landd
32. How didyou arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
B.Position ofDominant Shoulder
D.Position ofHips
F.BaI Posidon
H.Guess
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
Appendix D
VPT _ CUT:T SCORINGMATRIX
Situation l
l.Please indicate where on this diatt ofa“mis cOurtthe b ll landcd
2. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Sitiration 2
3. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the batl landed
4. How did you arrive at this ansu,er?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Knorv
B.Position ofDomnant Shoulder
D.Position ofHips
F.BaI Position
H.Cuess
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
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2 4 5.6
2 6.37.6
2 6.3 9
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Situation 3
5.Please indicate where on dlis dia■]■Ofa temis∞urt ule ball landed
6. How didyouarrive atthis answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Situation 4
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
7. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis cout the ball landed
8. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A.Shouldcr Turn
C_Position ofHead
E_PositionbfKnees and Feet
G Racquct Angle
l Don't Know
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. B ll Position
H. Guess
、´ 11・::., Jll'ilil
1 3 4.5
3 5.67.1
4 76 9
1.3 3 3.8
3 5.8 7.3
4.37.3 9
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Sit■ation 5
9. .Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
10. How(五d you arnve atthis allswer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Situation 6
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Bdl Position
H. Guess
11. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the balt landed
12. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A.Shoulder Tum
C.Position ofHcad
E.Position ofKnces and Fcct
G.Racqud An」e
I Don't ICnow
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. B ll Position
H. Guess
5.8 9 7.3
38 7
1.6 2.5 2.5
:1・― :'1.   ・
I｀二 I・:…
111、・1_::: :´  ～
:i‐'11.1~   :・
・ ■ ~
‐'       1 :、
6.1 9 8
35 615.6
1.6 2.3 2.3
|…
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Situation 7
13. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
14. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
Situation 8
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball PciCition
H: Guess
15. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
16. How didyou arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A ShoulderTurn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
‐ 1に  ^｀‐■=r,・
  ｀ ´
:;′   キ・1,1111・
■■■ _ ヽ__  :: |. __…‐・ rt i■´  .: :`
3.6 5.5
2.3 5.58
3 6.69
1.3 3.3 4.8
2.8 7.6
3.866 9
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Situ■tion 9
17. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
18. How did you arive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
Situation 10
B. Position of Dominant
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
Shoulder
19. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
20. How did you arrive at this ansrver?
Ci'rcle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
?
?
．?
?
? ?
3.5 3.1 1_6
7.55.83.1
9 7.3 3.8
43 3 1.6
7.6 5.63
9 7 3_6
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Situation ll
21. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landd
22. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. ShoulderTurn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don'tKnow
Situation 12
B.Position ofDonlmant Shouldcr
D.PosniOn OfHips
F.Bau POsition
H.Guess
23. Please indicate where on this diagram of a tennis court the ball landed
24. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
■■ ■
9 5 2.6
7.8 5 2.6
口 ■ ■
9 4.82.3
7.85.5 2.6
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Situation 13
25.Please indicate where on this diagram ofa tetts∞uF  the ball landed
26. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle aⅡ that apply
A.Shouldcr Tum
C.Position ofHαd
E.Position ofKnees and Feet
G.RacTct An」e
I.Donlt Know
Situ‐ation 14
27.Pl磯鵬 醐 cate where on dlis diagram ofa temis∞urt thc ball landed
28. How did you arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees and Feet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
Shoulder
B.Position ofDominant Shouldcr
D.Position ofHips
F Bau PositiOn
H Guess
B Position ofD n ulant
D Position ofIIips
F Ball Position
H_Guess
日'・  ・1
困 □
??
?
9 5.5 2.1
7.34.5 1.8
|.rl・.lI::
7.55 ■6
9 5.3 2.1
7.54.62.1
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Situation 15
29.Please indimc wherc On this diarm Ofごtenlllls cou重ぬ  ball landed
30. How did you arrive at this answer?
C｀ircle au that apply
A Shoulder肺
C.Position ofHcad
E.Position ofKnces and Fcct
G.Racquet An」
I.Don't Know
Situation 16
31T Pleasc hdcate whcrc on dlis diagram ofa tennis court thc balllandcd
32. How didyou arrive at this answer?
Circle all that apply
A. Shoulder Turn
C. Position of Head
E. Position of Knees andFeet
G. Racquet Angle
I. Don't Know
B.Position ofDonunant Shouldcr
D.Posidon ofHips
F.Bau POsition
H.Guess
B. Position of Dominant Shoulder
D. Position of Hips
F. Ball Position
H. Guess
、ふr―～
‐ |‐｀・ ‐メ
「
~ ‐  r    i l‐::_r        . =‐
11:、_  . 、^   `   、
2.54.53
4.1 9 5
4.3 7.8 4.6
2_54.33.1
4.1 9 4.8
4.67.645
Appendix E
VPT RAn SCORES
Situaton#1
cerr#Rater fRaraRater3Raterイ Rater 5Rater6Average
Row l
_(L"R)
f 3 3 1 3 2:00
2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.00
3 7 5 5 6 5 6 5.67
Row 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.00
5 5 8 6´ 7 7 5 6.33
6 8 6 8 8 8 8 7.67
Row 3 7 3 1 1 3 3 2.00
8 6 7 7 5 6 7 6.33
9 9 9 ‐9 9 9 9 9.00
Sitrallon#2
Rarer fRater2Rarer3RarerイRafer 5Rater6--Average
Row l
〔Lto R)
f 1 1 3 3 1 1.67
2 4 4 4 5 4 4 4.17
3 7 5 5 7 5 6 _5.83
Row 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.00
5 5 6 6 6 8 5 6.00
6 8 7 8 8 7 8 7.67
Row 3 7 3 3 3 1 3 2.33
8 6 8 7 4 6 7 6.33
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
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Situatton#3
Rarer fRater2Rater3Rarer 4Rmr5 Rater6Дvenge
Row l
(L to‐R}
f 3 1 1 1 1.33
2 2 2 4 4 4 2 3.00
3 1 3 5 6 5 3 3.83
Row 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 4 3:00
5 5 6 6 5 7 6 5.83
6 6 7 8 8 8 7 7.33
Row 3 7 7 5 3 3 3 5 4.33
8 8 8 7 7 6 8 7.33
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
Situation#4
RaFer fRater2Rater3Rater 4 Rater 5RarmДverage
Row l
{Lto R)
f 1 1 1 1.00
2 2 2 4 4 4 2 3.00
3 3 3 5 7 6 3 4.50
Row 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 4 3.00
5 6 6 6 5 5 6 5.67
6 7 7 7 8 7 7 7.17
ROw 3 7 5 5 3 3 3 5 4.00
8 8 8 8 6 8 8 7.67
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
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Situatton簡
Rater fRate2Rarer3Rarer 4Rder5Rater6Дverage
Row l
(Lto R〕
f 5 6 8 3 6 7 5.83
2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
3 8 7 7 7 7 8 7.33
Row 2 4 4 5 4 2 4 4 3.83
5 6 8 6 8 8 6 7.00
6 7 4 5 6 5 5 5.33
Row 3 7 3 3 1 1.67
8 2 2 2 5 2 2 2.50
9 3 1 1 4 3 3 2.50
Situa」on“
Rater fRater2Rarer3Rater 4 Rarer 5Rater6Aveage
Row l
(Lto R)
f 6 5 7 5 7 7 6.17
2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8.00
Row 2 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 3.50
5 7 6 6 7 5 6 6.17
6 5 7 5 6 6 5 5.67
Row 3 7 1 3 3 1 1 1 1.67
8 2 2 2 4 2 2 2.33
9 3 1 1 3 3 3 2.33
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S:tuatton#7
Rater fRarer2RaterRaFer 4RaFer 5Rarm― Average
Row l
_(Lto R)
f 1 3~ 1 1 1.33
2 2 4 4 4 4 2 3:33
3 4 6 5 6 5 3 4.83
Row 2 4 5 2 2 2 2 4 2.83
5 3 7 6 5 6 6 5.50
6 6 8 8 8 8 8 7.67
Row 3 7 8 3 3 3 5 3.83
8 7 5 7 7 7 7 6.67
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
S:tuatton欄
Rater fRarer2RaterRater 4Rater 5Rater6■verage
Row l
〔Lto R)`
3 1 1 1 1.33
2 4 4 4 4 4 2 3.67
3 7 5 6 7 5 3 5.50
Row 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 2.33
5 5 6 5 5 6 6 5.50
6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8.00
Row 3 7 3 1 3 3 3 5 3.00
8 6 7 7 6 7 7 6.67
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
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S:tua■on"
Rarer fRater2Rater3Rater 4‐Rater 5Rmr6Average
Row I
(L to R)
f 7 5 3 2 1 3 3.50
2 4 4 2 5 2 2 3.17
3 1 3 1 1 3 1.67
Row 2 4 8 7 8 7 7 8 7.50
5 5 6 6 6 6 6 5.83
6 2 2 4 3 4 4 3117
Row 3 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
8 6 8 7 8 8 7 7.33
9 3 5 4 5 5 _3.83
S:tua■on#10
Raler fRater2■｀Rater3Rater 4Rarer‐5 Rater6Average
Row l
(Lto R)
?
? 7 5 3 7 3 4.33
2 4 4 2 4 2 2 3.00
3 3 1 1 3 1 1.67
Row 2 4 8 7 8 8 7 8 7.67
5 5 6 6 5 6 6 5.67
6 2 2 4 2 4 4 3.00
Row 3 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
8 6 8 7 6 8 7 7=00
9 3 1 5 3 5 5 3.67
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s:tuatton#11
Rrer fRater2Rater3Raterイ Rarer 5‐Rarer6Д
“
age
Row I
(L to R)
f 7 7 7 7 8 5 6.83
2 6 4 4 4 4 3.83
3 4_ 3 1 3 1 2.17
Row 2 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
5 2 5 5 5 6 7 5.00
6 6 2 2 2 2 2 2.67
Row 3 7 8 8 8 8 7 8 7.83
8 3 4 6 6 5 6 5.00
9 5 1 3 3 3 2.67
S:tua■on#12
Rarer fRater2Rater3Rarer 4Rater 5Rarer6Average
ROW l
〔Lto R〕
f 6 7 7 7 8 5 6.67
2 1 6 4 4 4 4 3.83
3 3 3 3 1 2.00
Row 2 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
5 2 5 6 3 6 7 4.83
6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2.33
Row 3 7 8 8 8 8 7 8 7.83
8 7 4 5 6 5 6 5.50
9 5 3 3 1 3 2.67
? ???
sltuatton#13
Rater fR" Rater3RaterイRrer5Rarm4Verage
Row l
(LbR)
f 8 8 8 8 7 7 7.67
2 6 5 4 6 5 4 5.00
3 3 3 3 1 2.00
Row 2 イ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9:00
5 5 6 6 5 6 5 5.50
6 2 2 2 3 2 2 2.17
Row 3 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 7.33
8 4 4 5 4 4 6 4.50
9 1 2 3 3 1.83
Situatton#14
Rater fRardRater3Raterイ Rarer 5Rater6Average
Row l
(Lto R}
f 7 8 8 8 7 7 7.50
2 4 5 6 6 5 4 5.00
3 3 3 1 1 1 1.67
Row 2 イ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
5 5 6 5 5 6 5 5.33
6 2 2 2 3 2 2 2.17
Row 3 7 8 7 7 7 8 8 7.50
8 6 4 4 4 4 6 4.67
9 3 1 1 2 3 3 2.17
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Situa■on#15
Rarer fRate2Rater3Raterイ Rater 5RafmAvetage
Row l
(Lto R)
f 2 3 4 4 2.50・
2 3 5 5 4 7 2 4133
3 1 4 3 5 3 3 3.17
Row 2 4 4 2 6 2 6 5 4.17
5 9 9 9 9 9 9 9:00 ~
6 5 7 2 7 2 6 4.83
Row 3 7 7 8 3 5 4 4.67
8 8 8 7 7 8 8 7167
9 6 6 1 6 1 7 4.50
S:tuaton#16
Rater fRater2Rarer3Raterイ Rater 5Rarer6■verage
Row l
(Lto R)
?
? 2 3 4 1 4 2.50
2 3 5 5 5 7 2 4.50
3 4 3 4 3 3 3.00
Row 2 4 4 2 6 2 6 5 4.17
5 9 9 9 9 9 9 9.00
6 6 7 2 7 2 6 5:00‐
Row 3 7 5 8 3 5 4 4.33
8 8 8 7 8 8 8 7.83
9 7 6 1 6 7 4:67
Appendix F
RAW DATA
ATTENTION SCALES
ID # Gender Age
19
20
20
21
20
19
20
18
19
20
19
21
22
18
21
18
19
20
18
18
19
18
18
19
18
18
18
19
19
18
Level
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
Flex
15
17
11
14
13
14
15
13
13
14
12
15
14
11
14
10
11
9
11
8
11
11
10
10
11
15
16
13
13
12
Select lntens Scan Focus Absorb
?
?
?
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
15
19
16
15
14
19
12
12
15
17
16
18
13
17
14
13
12
14
18
14
13
16
14
14
12
17
15
17
16
16
15
19
12
13
11
13
12
11
10
13
13
13
13
14
12
10
14
11
13
10
11
12
14
14
12
13
13
13
11
13
46
41
35
42
48
40
42
34
24
42
42
35
41
36
32
35
18
18
32
24
25
20
22
29
21
33
39
70      25
37     36
32      24
32     35
31      38
33 37
32     34
28      33
27
32
30
33
27
32
36
32
31      34
31      30
28      26
30      28
26      24
27 22
34     30
32     27
?
?
?
?
?
?
????
32
29
28
29
25
24
23
30
33      28
25      33
30     28
28      25
28      33
30     28
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Appendix G
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Puroose of the studv:
This study has been designed to investigate the impact of selected psychological variables.
These variables are perceptual ability and attentional style-respectively. Prior research has shown
that these are important variables with regards to performance.
Benefits of the Studv:
There are no direct benefits for you; however, you will benefit by identifying what your
concentration profile is at the time of competition while playrng tennis. The investigator is dorng
this research to complete thesis requirements for his master's degree in sport psychology.
Subi ect Participation :
The time commitment involved will be 1.1.5 hours of your time. You will watch videotape
of tennis specific situations with occluded outcomes. Occlusion is the act of blocking out. This
will be done so as to measure perceptual ability You will have to decide what the outcome is and
why you anived at the answer you did. You will then be required to complete a Concentration
Profile Inventory that will assess your attentional style. Participants must be 18 years of age or
older to participate.
Participation Risks:
There are no physical or physiological risks to you.in this study. However, you will be
completing psychological tests that will assess how they relate to your designated level of tennis
playng ability.
114
Subject Initials:_
115
Need for information:
. 
If you would like more information about this study, or ifyou would like to know the
results of the study, please feel free to contact Matthew Clark or Dr. Gary Sforzo.
Withdrawal from the studv:
Participation in this study is voluntary, and you are free to withdraw at any time. If you
have questions about the study, risks or procedures, I will be happy to answer them-before or
*after-you agree to participate in the study. If you choose to withdraw from the study, you will
suffer no penalty of any kind.
Co n fid en t i al i tvlA n o nv m itv :
.All participants will place their names on the inventories that they are completing. After
-?ompletioq the inventories will be assigned number codes so as to ensure confidentiality. All of
the scoresheets and inventories will remain anonymous. The only people that will have access to
this list are the principal investigators.
I have read the above and understand its contents. I agree to participate in this study. I
acknowledge that I am l8 years of age or older.
Signature Date
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